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Night rider
Bobby Scanned, a senior marketing major from Gear-water, Fl.,
drives through Alumni Coliseum parking lot. He was returning

a tractor after raking the baseball field after a recent practice.

No trial date set for Dailey

By Pam Logae
New. editor
Contrary to a story that appeared
in the Feb. 19 edition of The Eastern
Progreaa, a date has not been 8et for
the trial involving the death of a
university student last spring.
Michael Dailey. a pledge of the
Kentucky Delta Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Episilon Fraternity, died last
March after attending a fraternity
function. He died of acute alcohol
intoxication.
According to Darrel Wright of
Cincinnati, attorney for the plaintiff. Samuel Dailey. no trial date has
been set.
Wright said it was not likely that
a date would be set for several
months. "I expect it to go to trial
sometime in the summer," Wright
said.

Although The Progress reported
the trial date would be Feb. 26, the
attorneys will only continue to
gather testimony through depositions on this date.
Dan Varney, adviser to the SAE
chapter at the university, and
Hayward M. "Slop" Daugherty,
dean of Student Services, have been
subpoenaed to testify.
Wright said it was not unusual for
a case like this to take so long to go
to trial. "A lot of material has to be
gathered and a lot of facts have to
be uncovered before we are ready to
go anywhere with it," Wright said.
Since the suit was filed in May,
depositions have been taken from
several university students who
were present at the function where

Dailey became ill.
Wright said it takes time to
gather these depositions.
Of the students who have all
ready testified, all have given
similar accounts of what happened
at the fraternity house, located at
230 Collins St.. the night Dailey
died.

the fraternity have denied allegations they had purchased alcoholic
beverages for consumption at
fraternity functions and demanded
that pledges attend.
The SAE members did admit,
however, they had consented to the
consumption of alcohol by
members, pledges and others
visiting the fraternity house.

They have said Dailey had been
drinking and then became ill in the
bathroom. When Dailey came out of
the bathroom, he was placed on a
sofa in another room of the house
and was unconscious at the time.

The fraternity also denied encouraging the use of alcohol by
members and pledges the night
Dailey died

When people at the house noticed Dailey had begun turning blue,
he was taken to Pattie A. Clay
Hospital where he later died.
Through depositions members of

SAE National has denied all
charges made in the case and has
denied any know ledge of alcohol being consumed on fraternity
premises.

Two indicted on felony counts
By Terri Martin
Staff writer
The Madison County Grand Jury
has indicted two university
students on a total of eight felony
counts involving receiving stolen
property and possession of a forged instrument.
Lori Siak. an undeclared freshman
from Pleasure Ridge Park, and
Kathy Phunmar, a senior in the baccalaureate nursing program, were
indicted Feb. 19.
Siak and Phimmer, who are roommates, live in Case Hall
According to County Attorney
Tom Smith, the grand jury handed

down two felony counts of receiving
stolen property.
One count was lodged against
Sisk and Phimmer and the other
was against Phimmer only.
According to Smith, the indictment stems from possession of
jewelry which was allegedly stolen
from aaajsjaaj residents.
"The Siak indictment involved a
gold necklace," Smith said "The indictment of both Sisk and Plummer
involved seven separate pieces of
jewelry."
The jury also handed down six
counts of possession of a forged instrument in the second degree.

Three of those counts were
against Plummer and Sisk; three
were against Sisk alone.
Smith said the charges stemmed
from the illegal cashing of personal
checks.
"Checks were passed off or tried
to be pasaed off in the Richmond
area," Smith said.
Siak, 18, is represented by Rebecca DeLoreto with the public advocacy office. Attorney Elisabeth
Shaw will represent Plummer, 26.
Smith said a tentative trial date
has bean set for March 2 in Madison
County Circuit Court.
An indictment is not a formal

By Pam Logae
New. editor
With the number of sexually
transmitted diasaesi (STD) increasing rapidly and the threat of AIDS
causing a nationwide scare, one
Richmond bar owner is working
with various state agencies to help
educate people about safe sex.
Billy Lux on, owner of J. Suiter's
Mill, will be passing out condoms
and literature about safe sex to
everyone who enters his bar tonight.
Luxon said this is part of an
awareness campaign that is long
overdue.
Luxon said he felt the time had
come to take part in educating people about the dangers of STDs, so
he contacted the Red Cross. The
Red Cross is providing Luxon with
literature.
Luxon said he felt it was especially important to educate the university community. "We felt this would
be a good time to do this because of
Spring Break coming up soon."
The Kentucky Department for
Health Services reports that 85 percent of the cases of STDs involve
people between the ages of 16 and
80.
Luxon said although birth control
was certainly a part of what he was
trying to promote, STDs are his
main concern.
More than 10 million Americans
are infected with STDs each year.
STDs include many different
diseases such as: AIDS, Herpes
Simplex II and venereal diseases
such as syphilis and gonorrhea.
These tfissasss can have serious,
permanent effects such as blindness, sterility and death
It is estimated as many as
600.000 people are infected with the
Herpes virus each year. There are
treatments for Herpes, which include a glucose derivative that is
now being tested, but there is no
proven cure.
Syphilis is one of the most
dangerous STDs and more than
32,000 cases are reported in the

United States every year. Gonorrhea is the second most common
reported communicable disease
after the common cold with about 2
million cases reported every year.
Both of these dissssM are treated
with antibiotics.
Luxon said the event tonight will
be treated rather lightheartedly
"We want to have fun with it," he
said I-uxon said they will give away
prises such as condom bouquets and
posters of Patti LaBelle, national
spokeswoman for ths AIDS
campaign.
One of the main things that has
Luxon concerned he said, as well as
health officials at the university, is
AIDS.
AIDS first appeared in the United
States in 1981. It was discovered in
the gay communities of New York
City and Los Angeles and the
number of ssjaaj has been increasing
since that time.
Researchers have isolated and
identified the cause of AIDS. A
virus called HTLV-III/LAV
changes the genetic structure of the
cells that it attacks. This virus
causes a deficiency in the body's
ability to fight disease
Workers in the Division of
Epidemiology for the Kentucky
Department for Health Services,
said there are four ways the AIDS
virus can be spread
The two most common ways to
spread the virus is by sexual contact
(See BAR, Page A-6)
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charge. It only indicates sufficient
evidence exists to warrant a trial.
According to Smith, each count
lodged against the two students is
a Class D felony.
If found guilty, the students could
face a one- to five-year prison term
for each charge.
Dr. James Allen, dean of student
development, said the university
has already taken "appropriate
disciplinary action" in the case.
He declined to comment on the ex
act nature of the punishment.
Plummer declined to comment on
the case. Attempts to reach Siak
were unsuccessful

Alcohol regulations debated
Bj Dareada Deaais
Managing editor
Overwhelming reaction from local
bar owners and citizens has caused
the Richmond City Commission to
table an ordinance «*— li"g with
alcoholic beverage control.
In a specially called meeting Tuesday night the commission considered the adoption of an alcoholic
beverage control ordinance which
needs to be passed because Richmond has changed from a thirdclass city to a second-class city.
Among other things, city status
is baaed on population.
Mayor Earl Baker said Ordinance
87:06 wasn't "something we cooked up," but the city needs to be in
compliance with the Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
"We want to cooperate with the
citizens and the community and
(

give everyone concerned a chance to
be heard. We wanted to allow them
to come back after reading the ordinance and comment. Then the
commission will take all of them
into consideration and vote on the
matter," Baker said.
The next city commission meeting
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. March 10
at City Hall
With its second-class citizenship
obtained July 1986, the city is required to employ an alcoholic
beverage control administrator. The
commission recently appointed Dr.
Joseph Joiner to the position.
Joiner was hired on a part-time
basis at a salary of 86,700 a year.
Joiner is an assistant professor in
the business department at the
university.
One section of the ordinance concerns the admittance of minors into

local bars. The ordinance says if a
bar does not possess a food or dance
license, minors will not be allowed
to enter the establishment
Most local bars are already required to have a food license by the
Madison County Health Department because of regulations regarding dish washing.
To get s dance license, the bar
must submit a written application
to the Codes Enforcement Office
and also be in compliance with the
Fire Marshall codes. A space of at
least 100 square feet must be provided with no obstructions and
clearly designated as a dance floor.
The dance license is new to the
city, but required by the KRS for
second-class cities, according to
Baker.
An area of concern voiced by bar
owners is a section of the ordinance

requiring all employees serving
alcoholic beverages to wear an identification badge.
The ID badge will cost 826 for
which the employee must pay and
the employee must also be
registered with the Richmond Police
Department.
Baker said this would serve as a
deterrent for employees to sell
alcohol to minors. "This way. not
only will the owner of the bar, but
also the person serving alcohol to a
minor, be held responsible for these
actions," he said.
Second-class status will also affect the prices of liquor license fees.
Baker said under third-class dty
regulations, wholesale liquor license
renewal costs 8700. But under
second-class regulations, the state
requires a minimum fee of 81.600
and a maximum fee of 83.000.
,8
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Rob Mansfield, a senior biology major from Louisville, reaches
for a rebound while playing basketball in Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
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Bar program
sign of times
Tonight, a local bar will sponsor a "Condom Awareness
Night" by giving out literature
and one free condom to each of
the bar's patrons.
Bar owners say this practice
will increase awareness of the
spread of Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome and other
venereal diseases.
Although this practice is sure
to spark criticisms from some,
we feel the bar's management is
to be commended for taking the
first step of this type in
Richmond.
We feel the bar is attempting
to offer education to its patrons,
not trying to demoralize them.
Many wul no doubt argue that
this bar is encouraging its
patrons to go out and have sexual relations; that the free condoms will lead to, as Brother Jed
Smock would say, "fornication."
The idea is not to encourage
sexual relations, but to protect
its participants from the spread
of venereal diseases.
Those who argue giving away
condoms leads to loose morals
fail to realize one thing: If people wish to have sexual relations, they will do so - with or
without the gift of a condom.
The condom will only lessen
the chance of the spread of

disease; it won't cast s sinful
spell that turns every upstanding
citizen
into
a
nymphomaniac.
We commend the management of the Richmond bar.
In s town as conservative as
Richmond, such a step could be
risky, to say the least.
We, however, feel the management of this bar is responding to
s real need in today's society:
Prevention of the spread of
AIDS and other venereal
diseases.
Those who see this act as
anything more, such as only encouragement of premarital sex,
should wake up.
They're living in an idealistic
world; they imagine only
negative outside influences will
cause the "innocent" to go
astray.
In this case, many will see the
free condoms as the negative influence which leads otherwise innocent people to have sexual
relations.
Wrong.
The Richmond bar doing this
is preaching prevention of
disease, not encouraging sexual
relations.
For that reason, we support
this effort; it addresses a
realistic need in our society.

Buffett show
needs support
Complaints are common
about the university's lack of
good entertainment, but come
April 2 many students will have
to eat their words - along with
a "Cheeseburger in Paradise."
On that day, Jimmy Buffett,
of "Margaritaville" fame, will
make his fourth appearance at
the university.
Buffett, along with the King
Kong Trio, will perform in
Alumni Coliseum.
The event is sponsored by
University Center Board.
Dr.
Hayward
"Skip"
Daugherty and UCB have worked since January to arrange the
Buffett show.
Now, it's up to students to
show their appreciation and
support.
After hearing so many complaints about a lack of entertainment on this campus, it seems
logical that each of the available
7.500 seats will be filled on that

Thursday night.
We hope to see just that.
After Daugherty and UCB
have spent so much time, effort
and dollars to bring this event
to campus, we hope they will not
be disappointed by the return on
their investment.
Students should flock to the
show.
Perhaps then, if the Buffett
show is a success, UCB will be
more inclined to take risks on
bringing
in
top-name
entertainers.
If the return is assured, the investments will be made.
On the other hand, low turnout for the show will only
reassure thoughts that students
don't
sppreciate
good
entertainment.
UCB will closely scrutinize its
investments, and rightly so.
Why waste money on entertainers if students don't attend?

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letters submitted for publication should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
author's address and telephone
imiubsi
Letters must include the
author's signature Csrbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
Unsigned Utters will not be
accepted
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication; however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed in s letter.
Tbs Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if s
latter isuhetous or in poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any 1st tars.

Letters should be typed and
double spaced. They should also
be no longer than 260 words
(about one and one half pages.)
The Eastern Progress also
gives readere an opportunity to
express more detailed opinions in
a column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editorial. Those interested in writing a "Your turn"
should contact the editor before
submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern ProgrsM- 11? Donovan Annex.
Eastern Kentucky University,
40476.
'
The deadine for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

Crosswalks bring challenge
Whether we are going to our cars,
dashing off to class or just walking
around campus, most of us will at
one time during the day have to
jaunt into a crosswalk to get to the
other aids of the street.
At times, especially between class
times and late at night, it can be a
time of apprehension to say the
least. Cars whiz by without even tlu
slightest indication that their
operators are even considering slowing down or stopping as the law
requires.
Yes, for your information, it is s
state law, probably even federal.
that pedestrians in a crosswalk have
the right of wsy. For some, that
may come as s bit of s surprise,
others simply choose to ignore it.

1

•
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Darenda
Dennis
Park Drive, located in the center
of campus, is the most frequently
abused, at least to my knowledge.
Maybe that's because I live in Martin Hall and I must dodge these
automotive machines quite
regularly.
On days when the roads are slick
and icy, I remain in the crosswalk
and let traffic move ahead without

my interruption. I realize it's nerve car in front of Palmer waiting for
racking enough to be driving on my roommate to return from run
hazardous strsets and rosds ; ning an errand. I ssw President
without having to also watch for Funderburic and several other peopedestrians walking out in front of ple waited in the crosswalk for
you.
someone to stop to let them pass.
But the rest of the time, drivers
I myself was embarrassed for him
should be aware and watching for and for the entire campus. For all we
people in crosswalks.
know these people with him could
One of the busiest crosswalks on have bean visiting from another
campus is located between Palmer university or important business
and Todd halls. How so many people.
students and faculty escape getting
Not only is stopping your vehicle
mowed down is beyond me.
for pedestrians in crosswalks a law,
Cars spesd through there without but how would you feel if you hit
even the slightest bit of concern. It someone out of carelessness or
seems not even the president of this neglect?
university gets sny respect from
It's s tramstic experience and one
drivers.
that could scar you and someone
Just Monday night, I parked my else for life.

In other words
To the editor:
Overpass needed
This letter is in response to the article about Eastern's traffic problems. The article only emphasized
the need for changes in school's traffic policy.
The administration stated that
the overpass would be built 'as need
indicates." It is painfully obvious
from Mr. Wynn Walker's statement
that the Division of Public Safety
has no idea how dangerous it is to
cross Lancaster Avenue.
If careful research had been conducted, Mr. Walker would have concluded that crossing st Barnes Mill
Road or Crabbs Street is as
dangerous as crossing in the middle
of Lancaster The crossings st both
intersections have traffic coming
from three directions, as opposed to
only two ways at the Lancaster Lot.
For students crossing Lancaster
Avenue, the width of the doubleyellow line is their margin of safety. The drivers only going to and
from work stop only if someone
steps out in front of s car. It's s
Catch-22 situation.
The need is obviously already in
existence. Do more students ha ve to
be hit before ******tyng jg dons? If
money is the problem, maybe the
money from parking tickets given
out daily could be used to construct
the overpass. At least the students
would know they were paying for
something worthwhile.
This university is here for the
students. It is up to the students to
see that the overpass is constructed
If the students make enough noise,
the administration will have to
listen.
Joe sad Elaine Hammond*

Speed limit argued
This letter is in response to last
week's commentary supporting the
65 mph speed limit. Once again the
usual arguments hsve been
presented ss s scare tactic to convince people that 66 saves lives.
This so-called fact has never been
proven ss many people would hsve
you believe.
While from 1973 to 1974 the
overall fatality rate decreased 16
percent after the individual states
were coerced into adopting the 66,
it is also true that after the repeal
of the WW II 36 mph limit, the
fatality rate dropped 13 percent
with the return of a Prims Fade
limit in most states. The fatality
rate has continued to drop since 74,
but shouldn't it hsve leveled off according to some logic, after all the
speed limit has not been reduced
further since. Also, '73 was s freak
year having the third largest total
of fatalities ever and makes it hard
to use accurately as s comparison
autistic.
Many people assume wrongly
that sines the f atality rate dropped
16 percent after the 66 wss enacted
that it was the cause. This has not
been proven true for many factors
were also involved These include
such factors ss the price of gas soaring This in turn resulted in the total
number of miles ti si seal 1ai niseius.
by 30 billion from 73 to '74: the first
decrease from one year to the next
since 1943.
Speed doss not kill, collisions do.
Eighty percent of all highway
fatalities occur st speeds of 40 mph
or below. Driving is now much safer
with the tremendous advancements
in the automobiles own safety

features. The major cause of accidents is driver failure such ss
DUI, falling asleep at the wheel, or
improper lane use on multi-lane
highways.
Selective enforcement is also an
issue. Many agencies have used the
66 to increase their own funding
through intense enforcement. In
Maryland during one year of this
stepped up enforcement, fatalities
increased 14 percent. I would think

that police could be better used to
stop murderers and rapists than to
harass commuting taxpayers.
In my opinion, it is time that the
federal government left the states
alone and let the people decide what
is right. As legislature is now pending in Congress, let me encourage
you to write your congressman if
you also feel this wsy. It is tints to
end this farce and repeal 66.
Michael Robinsos)
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People poll

What to th« nicest thing on campus?
By Charlie BoHon

Mary Sue Permit, junior, Cynthiama, public relations
"The chapel at night when it is all
lit up."

Bryan Walker, sophomore,
Louiaville. police administration
"No classes, a good-looking girl
and ■ six-pack."

Dave Anderson, junior, Louisville,
police administration
"Sure isn't my roommate Tom
Clements, but girls in shorts in
spring.''
Perraut

Anderson

Doany Jett, sophomore, Jackson,
pro-law
"The chapel and fountain."
_"*■*,

Dana Bradley, sophomore,
Loaiaville, fashion roerchandiainR
"The cow farm."

t>

eaaaSa,

BBS

Giaa Hadorn. freshman, Erlanger,
sreounting
"The Corner between classes '
Goodin

Bradley

Hadorn

Writer ponders future plans
mm.

Judge finds for Progress
Progress s'.af f report
District Court Judge John Moore
found in favor of the defendant, The
Eastern Progress in a recent case involving Classmate U.S.A. doing
business as Studio 27.
Steve Rosenberg, owner of Studio
27 in Richmond, named the university. The Progress and Marilyn Baily, adviser to The Progress, as
defendants in the small claims court
case.
Rosenberg alleged The Progress
had treated him unfairly and denied
him access to advertising in the
paper.
He claimed he had lost business
because The Progress had not allowed him to run a certain ad.
In the ad, Rosenberg planned to
duplicate an ad run by one of his
competitors and claim it was
untrue.

Tom Goocbn. senior, Lobaanoa.
aarical tore economics
"The clock tower on Keen
Johnson."

w» 1

lev
ir^w
Jett

ASHHW PCOPU, wnv AND unu...
iw SIT ON TUGS wm ANP SPIT ANP

Trsvis Flora, freshman, Bards
towa, accoaatiaf
"Ravine in the fall."

In his testimony on Feb. 19,
Rosenberg asked the court to award
him $720.66.
Rosenberg said that amount included $600 in estimated lost income because he was not able to run
the ad and $120.86 for two
photographs of a classmate which
were lost while in the possession of
The Progress ad staff.
University attorney Giles Black
represented The Progress.
In his defense. Black read a line
from The Progress advertising contract which Rosenberg had signed
at the beginning of the school year.
"The Eastern Progress reserves
the right to revise or reject any
advertisement, which in its sole
judgment and discretion, considers
to be objective or offensive in subject matter, illustration or
phraseology," he said.

She sat down at the terminal not
knowing what to write about.
The office was nearly empty. Amy
was there - working away - but
everyone else had abandoned ship,
at least for the moment.
Only the screams of the Beastie
Boys (PARTY!), beeps from computers and the hum of a ManningBowman fan, termed a "Deluxe
Breeze Box" on the guarantee, filled the room.
She had never had so much
trouble corning up with a column
idea before.
Sure, ideas came to mind, but
they all Mamirt so lame.
As a senior, she could always
write the old, emotional f arewell-tothe-campus-beautiful column. You
know - a type of "Reflections" column, reminiacient of the Don Lowe
era.
Wrong.
It wasn't really her style.
Oh, she thought about it... for at
least five minutes. But, in the end,
she retired it with all the other lame
ideas she had collected. Maybe later
in the semester, she thought. Closer
to May.

Terri Martin

May. It seemed to be all she
thought about now.
Where would she be this time next
year?
With resumes spread out from
Boston to Atlanta and every midsized daily newspaper in between,
the decision was still up in the air.
Although she looked forward to
completing her education, at least
the undergraduate level, she
sometimes worried about the future.
Would she be able to support
herself in a field where most beginning reporters start at $260 a week
at beat?
She wasn't sure.
She wanted to be on her own - independent and self-supporting - but

she still worried.
If she failed at journalism, at least
financially, there was always (gulp)
public relations.
She cringed at the thought.
PR could be defined sa the two letter abbreviation that causes any
self-respecting journalist to voice
synonyms such as BS, fluff and the
like.
It did pay more, but it wasn't
what she wanted.
It was too easy.
It was too nice.
She was still contemplating fluff
and all when "Dead or Alive" came
on. Of course, it was the dance mix
("What I really need to do... ")
At the sound of it, her thoughts
went bolting from a starving
reporter and higher-paying PR to a
dance floor in Atlanta.
She remembered a night when she
and her boyfriend had entertained
friends from school.
After a great meal at Pitty Pat's
Porch (M.B. liked it), s few had ventured to Rio for a night of dancing.
I) arenda was in all leather - black.
of course.
It was only one of many nights

she had spent at Rio.
The latest included two "entertainers": Atlanta's own Rupaul and
John Sax (Yes. that's his real name.)
She realized no one reading her
column, with the exception of one
person, would know who Rupaul or
John Sex was. She realized they
wouldn't care.
It didn't matter.
That night at Rio was only one
among a collection of memories she
had collected that semester.
Some, such as office jokes, were
known to many; others were more
private.
Many things had changed that
aemester. Some for the better and
aome, inevitably, for the worse.
Overall, however, she felt like she
was on track.
Everything was sure to work out
and come May she would, no doubt,
be gainfully employed (hopefully
closer to Atlanta.)
As she read over the column she
had just written, she realized it was
somewhat sentimental reminiacienl
of the Don Lowe era.
Maybe that was her style after alL
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WOLFF TAIMMINO!

SPRING BREAK

WATT
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FEATURING,
■ •nrilrtu.

Tuesday March 3rd

Non-Mambsra:
ie visit.* for ses
18 visits for S34
2-4 visits for $40
* * S3/visit; * *

DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
FOR
STUDENTS!

Members:
IE visits for SCO
18 visits for $30
84 visits for $36
1/visit * *

7:30 P.M.
Keen Johnson
Ballroom
FREE and open
to the public.

Location: 4E7 Big Hill Ava. Next to Madison
Motors Uaad Car Lot; Acroaa From Btato Bsnk
Phonsi 8B4-BBHB Ask for Tarry Troutt or Jaff Traylor

Don't miss this
exciting lecture.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Bam-IOpm
--*./

LTLE:

mmi\rrmTwm\\\\\\wm

JIMMY BUFFETT...Concert tickets will be on sale for E.K.U.
students, faculty, and staff at the information desk of the Powell
Bldg. on March 5th beginning at 8 a.m.- Tickets go on sale on
March 6th to the general public at the cashiers window and
recordsmith. There will be a 4 ticket purchase limit for each
person on the I st day of sales.

I "

Walt defines hit political Idtali In s vary paraonal.
passional* call for change - lha crucial changa that Is
nacasssry In order to bring America back to tha basic
values of her republic. As James Watt himself explains.
"I talk about what the modern conservative movement
must do In order to give the nation the leadership that
Is sorely needed."
Having served In many top governmental
positions over the past It years. Including
Secretary of the Interior under the Reagan
administration. James Watt has made a
dramatic impact on the public policies of the
nation and the management of our natural
resources.
A vary controvarsial
conservative. Watt has Instituted policies
that reach directly or Indirectly Into every
dimension of American life. As a speaker.
James Watt Is a motivator who has an ability
to capture an audience and force those who
listen to think and respond.

As tha Secretary of tha Interior. James Watt steadfastly
refused to bow to the blistering opposition he received
from his critics, parrying their endless blows In the
name of the conservative cause. "Some say I could have
done more If I had not spoken the truth so loudly and so
often,* ho reflected, "but the liberal Establishment will
n»v%r be shaken without confrontation.
We must bo
willing to confront It If we want to restore America's
greatness. Time Is running out. Those who have the
courage to stand up and apeak out must do so now."
His supporters feel he wes the best Interior
Secretary ever - a sensitive leader with the
finely balanced perspective and
understanding to restore America's
greatness. His critics argue that he was a
short-sighted exploiter, a barbarian;
America's most dangerous politician.
The
opinions vary to extremes, but no one can
deny that James C.
Watt Is the most
forthright and controversial spokesman for
American conservatism.
James G. Watt does not defend his tenure as
the «Jrd Secretary of the Interior, although
there are some Interesting commentaries
about
his relationship with President
Reagan and other Intriguing events of
those years.
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Seminar addresses
suicide myths, signs
By Terrl Martin
Editor
If a person is upset and suicidal, you have to talk
Between 26 and 30 university
openly
about it.'
student* attempt to take their own
lives on campus each year, accord-Dr. Calvin Tolar
ing to Calvin Tolar, director of the
Director of Counseling Center
university's Counseling Center.
Although Tolar said this statistic
was not extremely high for e univerward Virginia Menifee, a counselor danger signs which may identify a
sity of this size, he and the Counselat the center, will address myths potential suicide victim.
ing Center staff will soon address
concerning suicide.
Finally, Tolar will discuss actions
the issue of suicide on campus.
Tolar said one such myth involves the Counseling Center has taken to
The staff will hold a seminar
prevent suicides and instruct
March 6 to alert university faculty use of the term "suicide."
"One such myth is people think- teachers on how to refer students to
about myths and danger signs of
ing it is s dangerous thing to men- the center.
suicide
Tolar said the center staff has conThe seminar, called "Suicide tion 'suicide,' "Tolar said "If a person is upset and suicidal, you have ducted such seminars in the past for
Prevention on the College Campus,''
to talk openly about it."
residence hall staffs, but this
is coordinated by Dr. Mary Walker,
Tolar said another myth is the seminar is the first to be aimed st
assistant director at the center.
idea people who threaten to commit faculty and staff members.
Tolar said presentations will
"We hope as a result there will be
center on four topics: statistics con- suicide won't actually do it. "When
cerning suicide, myths associated people talk about it, you have to more effort given and as s result
more success," said Tolar.
with suicide, clue or danger signs take them seriously," he said,
s In the third segment of the
The -minir will meet st 3:30 p.m.
and preventive measures.
Walker will present relative seminar, Eileen Allen, a counselor at in the Kennamer Room of the
the center, will name dues and Powell Building.
statistics concerning suicide. After

Wednesday Special

STUDENT SPECIAL

Main Street
Phone 623-7481
Good Thru 3-4-87

Candy Bars

Brack

Pleneers Nuts

15 oz. shampoo,)
7 oz. hair spray or
5 oz. styling mousse

12 oz. can Honey Roasted
Cashew 4 Peanut Mrx or
11.5 oz. can Cashew HaVes

4 for $1.00
Westover Milk

Jumbos are SI.49
All Day

$1.99 tax
with student i.d.

Tuesday Special

Beef and Bean

1

v»i"iiiiniiiiii'WTfnnir

/2 gallon

1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00

Enchilada with
choice of Rica or
Beans

79* ~W^

."« good brtessn 1

and ■

lip'**

Golden Flake
Potato Chips

* **

99*

pniain

Twin pack. XLII 90 minute
blank tapes. Reg 5.99

.,„, ,

Classified
HELP WANTED: Excellent income for
part-time home assembly work, for information caN 312-7414400 Ext. 2103

- employment
GOLDEN IMAGES INC A major fund
raiting corporation has ten positions
available in its Promotion Distribution
Dept. Part-time and full-time applicants

MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING:
Dependable transportation, not afraid of
public contact, honesty and neat appearance Excellent wages. Summer position available. Career opportunities for
those who qualify Scholarship program
available Representative will be on campus March 2 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. and March 3 from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m.
at Jones 319. CaN Career Development
A Placement to set up interview (606)
622-2765.

Personals
SPRING BREAKERS LOSE 10-29
POUNDS For spring break with the herbal weight control 100 per cent
guaranteed.
Free delivery.
Call
1-744-0893
DIAL A BIBLE MOMENT - Bible
Messages change daily Phone 624-2427

PREGNANT? Happy, loving, financially
secure couple eager to adept infant. Confidential, legal. Expenses paid. Call Meg
collect 51 3-271-7526

SPRING BREAK VACATION Daytona.

Eckrich Bologna

Pepsi

Ft. Lauderdale or South Padre TX. Starting at 1139.00 7 nights quad occupancy
Transportation packages available For In-

I-Mil., I I

formation cal 1-800-222-4139. STUDENT AGENTS WELCOME.

aiian?*

BEAUTY CONTESTANTS! WIN CASH
SCHOLARSHIPS! Miss Kentucky Venus
Pageant wW be March 29th in Louisville.
For information write. Anne Lobe or
Frances Asher. 1815 Gardiner Lane No.
52. Louisville. Kentucky 4020S.
502-456-2344 or 502-45 I -81 11.

3/11"
16 oz

m

Kodak Vtdao

•Jjl.—

VHS T-120 Of Beta L-750.
regular grass.

$1.69

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
$145.00 a month. 623-4833.

2 liter

V0'

Com

$1.09HHI

Handbags, bookbags, backpacks custom
made Repairs Sonya 622-2610.

199

79*
2
99*

(S

SupeRx MaxiPads Box of 30.
regular or super.

11 oz. shave
awiesW cream.
WMJII.

'

M.IM

*■
1
P.ulsl

d

99*

FOR

SupeRx Control
Top Pantyhooe

5-pack disposable regular or
for sensMve sMn.

Single pack, assorted colors.

99*

■B--

'

239 Cover Girl.

Butler G-U-M

Phone 1 Lounge
Presents
Feb. 25-28,

Arch Rival

March 4-7.

Fire Department

Toothbrush
AduR. youth or junior size

Dual action concealer

299

379
Case of 8 shadows.

by Johnson & Johnson.
200 yards.

March 11-14, The Law
EYEIY DAT!

March 19-21, Vengence

Pay our regular low price tot
developing one set of prints
and you receive a second set
ot pnnts FREE Valid for al
cornpstt* C41 process tern.
txandtf&tiza prints only.

Please, Don't Drink & Drive!

*T

1.29

Pluwinaaj

SOWIUJA
DOUBLE
COUPONS
Rrjocm yo'if manufacturer I
coupons *«wri up 10 SO* tor
double value
torrepetlf itatufe m store

!

LEADING THE WAY" W-TH
PRESCRIPTION SAVINGS
' art** fMajt AT. fix- a
'P*» Mien x,M*r

V

' *<• cor » rue* a*
«i M ■ HW m
•'vfiem car t- < •>■ *
HM.H't JjMMt
U
h ar«ear*» ■niwuJ av *»»■* «fc <H ir> you
•rfw-.. reason erf-v

V0U SH0ULU 8E UNDEH SlJPERx
PHARMACY CARr

v

'
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Trained officers
patrol campus

Rub down
Kris Ralston, a sophomore art major from Troy, Ohio, makes
a print for her printmaking class by delicately rubbing ink over

Progress photo/Mike Morris
rice paper. Kalston was working on the project in the Campbell
Building.

Study shows ventilation improved
By Terri Martin
Editor
An environmental study conducted in the Donovan Annex
Building, which houses the Department of Mass Communications,
shows ventilation in that structure
has improved.
Larry Westbrook, safety coordinator for the university's Division
of Public Safety, said the test was
conducted to check ventilation work
done by Physical Plant worksss.
"We had some complaints about
ventilation. Physical Plant did im-

provements," said Westbrook.
The improvements included installing another ventilation system
in the building and (JMMflM sir
filters.

bacteria in the building.
Westbrook said the latest study,
conducted Jan. 13, showed s great
improvement.

"We also told the custodian how
to dean up a little better and told
faculty how to keep their areas
neater and cleaner, it's a two-way
street," he said.
The first sir sample of this type,
which was conducted in Donovan
Annex last spring, showed excessive amounts of mold and other

"We had been told subjectively
that things seemed better, but we
wanted some hard data,"
Westbrook said.
In the study, sir samples were
taken during a 30-minute exposure.
Of 20 sample plates placed in
various locations in the building, only two showed excessive amounts of
bacteria, yeast and funjri

The other plates registered within
s normal range for non-sterile
environments.
Westbrook said air sample tests
have been conducted in other
buildings on campus to test air
quality.
"We try to determine what the
problem is and fix it; if we don't find
it, we eventually do an air sample,"
he said
The air sample was conducted by
Dr. Ray Otero, a professor in the
biologies! science department.

!■■■

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

"COME TO A CLEAN LAUNDRY"

VIDEO FANTASTIC

«

STM Portv Or.

•outhwt, HMa Ptaaa

tSiLMr.Li-tffj.1! BE LrL.GHiG.Bt
(l.) it A.M.-1 P.M... Any Swimsuit 25% Off

Tenants on duty to WASH, DRY & FOLD

Ocean PacifK-Satufru-Catahna-LET'S GET WET Dippers

|VCR & S MOVIES |

HAROLD'S LAUNDRY CENTER

one night

SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
OPEN 7:30am-8:30pm

By Pom Logne
responsible for all parking lots on
Newa editor
campus
In the 24 years since the universiThere sre generally three officers
ty's Division of Public Safety
replaced night watchmen, many assigned to each of the three shifts,
according to Lindquist.
changes have been made.
Night watchmen were people who
The Ehvieion of Public Safety also
petroled the campus at night to employs full-time students. Most of
make sure everything was in order. the students are law enforcement
Today the Division of Public Safe- majors, but don't have to be, Lindty employs specially trained officers quist said.
to handle campus security snd other
These students sre trained in
policing responsibilities
things such ss traffic directing and
According to Thomas Lindquist, petrol The students have the right
director of public safety, there are to give parking citations, but have
different ranks of officers just u no right to arreet.
there sre in any police department.
Public safety hires dispatchers
Public safety employs an assistant director, Wynn Walker who who sre in charge of all the comsets as a lieutenant. His main munication such as emergency calls
responsibilities involve security that take place.
There are strict training programs
matters. Walker works in the evening when Lindquist is not on that the officers must go through
campus.
snd also certain criteria they must
There are also three supervisors meet before they can be hired.
employed by public safety snd their
Each officer must complete a
rank would be equivalent to that of 10-week basic training course with
a sergeant. Each of these officers is the Kentucky Department of Trainresponsible for one of the three ing, which is s state-funded training
program operating at the
shifts in the division.
The supervisor on duty makes university.
sure things run smoothly snd takes
Once this course is completed, the
care of problems if they arise. There officer is commissioned snd then
are also three assistant supervisors. undergoes at least eight-week field
Public safety operates with three training which includes actual field
shifts: a day shift, an evening shift work and class work as well. Once
snd s midnight shift. In the past the this is completed, the officers is
department has also had an overlap ready for duty.
In order to be s full-time officer
shift which Lindquist said provides
additional support between 6 p.m. with public safety, s person must be
at least 21. years old. have a
snd 2 a.m.
IJndquist said most problems oc- minimum of 60 semester hours of
cur during the overlap shift, but college credit or equivalent law enpublic safety had not been able to forcement experience, have a valid
adequately staff that shift for some driver's license, be a U.S. citizen, be
time. "We can show statistically in excellent health and have weight
through our records that this is the that is proportionate to his height.
Students working in public safetime we need more people, but we
simply don't have the staff."
ty must be eligible for institutional
Public safety also employs securi- employment, have a 2.3 GPA and
ty guards who give parking cita- have at least 30 hours of credit or
tions. These security guards are acceptable work experience.

' "» nlght-Mon. - Thur«

$7.99
with coupon only

PHONE 624-9641

2 MOVIES

(i.)*p.M.-tP.M...

FREE BLUE JEANS

■ Buy I -get I Free (Equal or lesser value- You'll never beat this deal)

with coupon only

I

(4.) WOLFF TANNING SESSIONS-

Expires 3-31-8"

Expires 3-31-H7

(2.) 1 P.M.-* P.M.-SHOES SB.OO OFF your choice!

10 Vl.lt. tor S1B.OO - May UM .nytlm.

COUPON EXPIRES MARCH 21. 1987-Limit One
(Enor* cot*on sho v*fcd aund»)ri I4pr

THRIFTY DUTCHMAN MOTEL

TALK of TIHE TOW IN

UNO

24 HOUR TANNING CENTER

*

EASTERN BY-PASS

Go South With A Tan!
Mon. - Bottomless Mug
Tues. - Weekly Pool Tournament,3:30 pm
Cash prizes for top 5 finishers
Student I.D. needed-also H.H. prices
Wed. - 50* Beverages
Thurs. - Hawaiian/Imports
Fri. & Sat. - Tropical Punch Night

SCA

■■■■■■

»tf£

"AOr.otN.wT.it."

rtC wMi omintrr try!. gMin
to—, iv. So.»»n M«I>

>

fE gm
^_*X

-'■■ «W o MM*

All you can eat!

Woi Good Wilri Otha* Discount On* Coupon Pe* Parson
Tas Not Inclwdsd Good Tiwu 1 4 8'

hoi Good Will Othsx Oscouni Ona> Coupon Pv Pe'iClas Not InckMMd Good Th(l J 4 87

Remember, Thursday is EKU appreciation night!
Your student or faculty ID is worth a 10% discount!
Your dinner Is on us, when you arrange a luncheon or dinner
for your group of 35 or more (one day advance reservation
needed, one free dinner per party)

$059

•10 Pl«<»» of Shrimp
•f r.nch Frl.s
•Col. Slav.

89

\J

*2 Hoihpuppi.i

•
II CUP TMB COUPON If,

Autumn Tamily Steak House J Autumn Family Steak House

'Or any other seafood dinner

BIG 10

Grilled Flounder Dinner

■
■

I
I

FISH & FRIES
FOR $175

ONLY

1

Eipsret 3-2547
Nrt assoO with any OPta* \0*rCfM
o*dncotxM
101* ••*•« «d . I<chme»d

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut 'rench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

g

Captain D's.
a grf-Xllttle aeafood place

• CLIP 1MB COUPON SB1R1B1 ■■■■■■

FISH & FRIES
FOR $»|75
ONLY
I

Two tender lish fillets.
natural cut trench tries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

hiKMJftlf
Mot good w«ri onv t^— io»co'
o«ditcourt

Captain D's
■ IrtiTlll11«

HIIOM

Clams and Fries $2.00
css25cs~ Captain Ds
Fried clams, french fries, hush puppies and cocktail sauce.

A great little seafood place..
■ ■■■■ ■!■■■■! ClIP TMB COUPON M«■•■■ ■■■!§

FAMILY

1 1

STEAK HOUSE
LUNCH • DINNER • PRIVATE PARTIES
Hours Sun-Thurs 11-9 Fn-Sat 11-10
Barnes Mill Rd. I-75 Exit 87
Richmond, KY
606/624-1193
« 1W7 Aulwmn F«mrt, 1

Chicken
and Fries $2.00
Boneless chicken, french fries, hush puppies and sweet n' sour sauce.
UmU I Order Pa* Coupon

scssas-*-

>^

tf

«

*10% Discount On Labor And Parts*
ALIGNMENT SPECIAL
Computerized Alignment Machine
2 Wheels $19.95 •
4 Wheels $39.00
SAFETY INSPECTION
It might be early but be ready for your spring
break. Have your vehicle put through our safety
inspection at a low price of $20.00 with the 10%
discount leaving the price at $18.00.
The Inspection Includes:
Check Tires And Wheels, Brake System, Light and
Signal System, Wipers, Washer and Defroster, Steering, Shocks, Fuel and Exhaust System. We also will
road test the vehicle and advise the costomer on needed repairs that should be made.
MAKE SURE YOU COME AND SEE US
WHILE THIS SPECIAL IS ON.'

.1 act

11 CUP THIS COUPON 11

ICOt to"

■AM.

—

Attention All EKU Students & Faculty

1059 Berea Road, Richmond

»■.!.■ I Sit

Free Salad Bar i Salad, Potato,
with Flounder* \ and Soft Drink
Save $1.59
$2.99

6234813

m*

RICHMOND KY

— — LINCOLN • MERCURY

Captain
D's
a great little tealood place.
_

Our tasteful new additionsbroiled, grilled and fried seafood.

RICHMOND

4 Private Rooms
Open 24 Hours

1

414-1727

Spring Break
March 14-22

WOLFF
S151HH

Talk About It!

Show off
yourbest
with our lighter side.

THE COLLEGE
SHOP

Y"V*

Captain Ds

A great little seafood place..

CUP IHtS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■■Si

.'Free Portable Coffee Cup For Your Vehicle!
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Food profits aid
scholarship fund

Resource room
provides help
By Beth Jawitt
Stmlt writar
If • student feela loat in an
English claas, whether it's
literature, writing or grammar, free
help can be found in the university
English Reeource Room in Keith
Room 229.
The program's director, Margaret
Dean, said the resource room offers
three kinds of help.
"We offer help with understanding literature, particularly older,
more difficult literature and
understanding and working with
English grammar and usage and
working with composition," Dean
said. "That's composition not only
in English courses, but in any
course where any amount of writing
is required."
Dean said students can find help
for term papers. "We help with a lot
of term papers. We help with working on essay questions for exit exams and final exams. Any course in
which you do a fair amount of
writing we, at the English Resource
Room, can help you."
Dean added the program tutored
760 hours last semester.
"We're fairly busy and we do like
to encourage students to make appointments. That can be done by
calling us at 6191. That's new this
semester -■ that we have a
telephone."
Dean said appointments are
helpful, but not necessary.
Dean said she and the three peer
tutor* encourage walk-ins. "We like
student* who need a lot of help with
a difficult assignment, for instance,
if they're writing a term paper, to
main appointments. If they need intensive one-on-one tutoring, we encourage appointments.
Dean said the program helps more
than just developmental students.
She said she feel* ■ reasonable
cross-section of the campus community is served.
Although the room does not have
a VCR. it doe* have filmstrips,
slides with cassettes, handout* and
Cliff note*.
"We have filmstrips, for instance,
particularly on the English
literature 211 and 212. We have
filmstrips on almost all the major
novels and poems and dramas that
are studied in that course. We also
have audio cassettes that will give
you criticism and then often selec-

tions from the plays and poems."
Dean said the room's books,
filmstrips and tape* cannot be
checked out. However, handouts of
plot summaries of various literary
works are available for student* to
keep.
"We have, for instance, the entire
set of Cliff notes - better than you
can get in the bookstore. But they
can't be checked out. You have to
uss them in our room."
Three peer tutors also aid
students in the resource room.
"They are students who have taken
the English course*. Some of them
are English major*. But they are
talented and trained tutor* who can
help a student in literature, composition and grammar," Dean said.
The English Resource Room is
open Monday through Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Friday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Students can also receive help
through the university's Student
Special Services. A student must
qualify as a low-income, firstgeneration college student or
handicapped to participate in
the federally-funded program.
Student services tutor-superviser
Kate Williams said the program offers a unique "big brother, big
sister" program that provide* additional peer help. Confidential
counseling is part of the program.
Student services' tutoring is offered on ■ one-on-one level. There is
no group tutoring or counseling, according to Williams
William* said the university's
Student Special Service Program is
funded to serve 150 students each
year. She said the program serves
at least that number and has room
for more funding.
This program, however, isn't the
only student resource center that
needs funding.
Dr. Bruce MacLaren, chairman of
the natural science department, said
his area also needs tutors. "No
doubt there's a great need (for tutoring in the department.) Most of us
would be for working with tutors if
there were just some funding."
MacLaren said some natural
science faculty have weekly review
sessions to help students prepare.
"Faculty do try to help students by
meeting outside of class with them
in formal and informal sessions," he
said

By Mike Maraee
and Dareada Daaaia

Proor

Winter walk

~

P"**™"*

"^

After the beginning of the week brought snow, Cindy Coffey.
a freshman art major from Mt. Sterling, found walking to class
a little more pleasant in the almost spring-like weather of the
end of the week.

Area officials of Beatrice Foods
and Coca-Cola have agreed to give
a percentage of the profits from
salee of selected product* to the
Electrifying Eels' scholarship fund.
The swimming program will reap
the benefit* from salee of products
such as peanut butter, popcorn,
tomato paste and soft drinks
through March 28.
"It could be the largest fundraiser we've had," said Coach Dan
Lichty.
Lichty said the project would
generate about 16,000 for the Eels.
That figure is about 10 percent of
the amount needed to fill the gap
left when the Board of Regents cut
the program's scholarship funds in
April 1986.
The Eels will receive a share of the
profits directly from the manufacturer of specific products sold in
eight supermarket* and drug stores
in Madison, Clark. EstiH, Laurel and
Pulaaki counties. The stores participating include Superior Food
Markets. Begley Drugs. Food
World. Piggly Wiggly. Gateway.
Kroger, Thcrnberry's Super Valu
and Food Fair.

Bar plans sex awareness
(Continued from Page One!
and the sharing of an infected
hypodermic needle.
Other less common ways of contracting the virus include receiving
contaminated blood and transmission from a mother to an infant
before or during birth.
More than half of the Americans
who have developed AIDS have
died.
Though Luxon said he felt
positively about the program he is
taking part in, some other bar

owners have not expressed the same
enthusiam.
One Richmond bar owner said he
did not feel it was "his responsibility to check into everybody's sex
life." He said be waa just there to
help everyone have a good time and
he would not interfere in their
private lives. "They have to take
responsibility for themselves," he
added.
Luxon said he has also been asked by state agencies trying to get a
state-wide education program
started to help coordinate that

effort.
Luxon said his employees have
been very enthusiastic about the
program. "They are 100 percent
behind it," he said.
Each of the agencies that are helping sponsor the program will have
representative* in the bar Thursday
night to answer questions and help
with the distribution of literature
about STDs and safety precautions.
"I really think this is an idea
whoee time has come. Everybody
can benefit from knowing about it,"
Luxon said

Lichty said there would be no
change in the price of those products at the store* because the
manufacturers would not lose
money because of a projected increase in sales.
Larry Stanley, a Beatrice
representative, said his daughter,
Laura Stanley, a member of the
swim team, first made him aware of
the financial problems surrounding
the team.
Beatrice which has a district sale*
office in Cincinnati had previously
organized a similar campaign for
college football teams in the Cincinnati area and Stanley said it was
such a success that Beatrice wanted
to help the university.
"We don't expect to generate as
much in funding as in Cincinnati,
because the area is much smaller,
but we do expect to generate several
thousand dollars," Stanley said.
Lichty said this campaign is in
line with the Eels' policy of offering
s product or service in all their fundraising endeavors.
"We have taken pride in not going anywhere with our handout," he .
said.
He said this type of fund-raising
campaign has been very successful
in other areas. He cited an example
in which Ohio State University
raised $176,000 for its athletic program with a similar plan used
throughout Ohio.
Kroger's and the Laurel Grocery
Co. have donated the printing costs
for the banners and "shelf talkers"
that will be used in the stores to call
attention to the products.
Lichty said the swimmers'
primary investment has been in the
form of time.
"We don't have much money in it;
we have a lot of leg work in it," he
said. "The fund raising has taken a
lot of our time."

PIONEER AUTO PARTS
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
excluding spark plugs, oil or special items
Mon-Fri 8.00-6:30
Sat 8:00-5:00

623-1400

New Location at 421 Big Hill Ave.

^'^ *^.-^-

JIM COX STUDIO
For The
Finest in
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RECORD8MITH
ALBUMS-CASSETTES-CDS

Ladies Only
5.00 Off Cut & Styl
3.00 Off Cut Only
3.00 Off Mans Cut

,

Ptttsf stop by this wook ood buy
ttwsswstl LP or CMS., frta MM ,
PSYOEK1JC RMS, Hoowrt Cray J
or REO tpooowooso for oily.. /

With student I.D.
•Weddings
• Portraits
•Graduations
•Passports
•Composites and
•Jobs While you wait

Now thru

ft plasma alliance
2043 Oxford Cir.
L.xlngtoo, KY
254-8047

623-3145

Open Sun. through Sat.
Hxpiros Feb. 28, 1981

106 S. 3rd St-Richmond. KY
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On the EKU Bypass..623-5058

COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. William Reynolds
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At Baskm-Robbins we not only create some
of the worlds most delectable desserts, we have a
real way with words when you're in a hurry
Give us ten minutes and we'll put any message
on any of our delicious ice cream cakes

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ZCE CREAM STORE
Uaivanity Shoaplaa Cantar
Star* Horn: Mas-Sat 11-10

SwUr 12-10
623-8813

THE BIST Of I jfcHY THINT. 10 INSURE rilU WE BEST SPRING BREAK
BBBBBBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBi

Now offering the new colored lenses, that will
turn your brown eyes blue.
New Gas Permeable Extended Wear Lenses
(Semi-Soft)
'DOWNTOWN'
228 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky
623-3358
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Police beat
Robert Hwanagin reported the
theft of a 16mm training film from
hia office in Room 461 of the Stratum Building.

Feb. IS:
Jaasss M. Tassepsoa, Shspherdsville, was arrested and charged with
posesssioc of marijuana.
Tiaaothy Kaaay, Todd Hall, wu
arrested and charged with possesaioo of marijuana.
Patrick BscaDaaaa, Todd Hall, waa
arraatod and chargad with poaaaaaion of marijuana.

Fab. 19:
Kathryn Glass, assistant director
in Caae HaU, reported a fight on the
front porch of Caaa. Tim Stewart.
Todd HaU reported he waa
aeeaulted by several malaa on the
porch. The suspect* left the scene
and Stewart did not file chargee.
Feb. 20:
Katberia* T. Hall, waa arrested
and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Stephen B. Maddaa. Richmond,
waa arrested and charged with driving under the influence of intoxicating beverages.
Paul Webstar, Dupree Hall,
reported damage to hia vehicle while
it waa parked in the residence hall
director's space in the Commonwealth Lot.
Donald Keith Gee, fronton. Ohio,
waa arraatad and charged with
loitering and alcohol intoxication.

Fab. 16:
Ray Whitakar, Richmond,
reported sating two males damaging can parked on South Second
Street. Vehicles belonging to Don
Greenwell, Richmond, and Brian
Whipple, Dupree Hall, were
damaged.
Asthoay Harper, O'DonnaU Hall,
waa arraatad and charged with
criminal treeapaaaing in the firat
degree, assault and disorderly
conduct.
BUI Keith. Brock ton. reported the
fire alarm sounding in the 700 block
of Brockton. The Richmond Fire
Department waa called but no
smoke or fire waa found.

Fab. 21:
Brian Nona, Dupree HaU. waa arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Dennis Ramsey, Dupree HaU.
waa arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Fab. 16:
Lorea Patrick, Brockton, reported
damage to hit vehicle while it waa
parked on John Hanlon Drive.

Feb. 22:

Feb. 17:
Jim Fletcher, O'DonnaU HaU.
reported the theft of several
weighta, a weight bar and 10 traffic
cooes from the PreenaU Building.
Total value of the items waa
unknown.

Natalie J. Balyeat. Walters HaU.

waa arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcoholic
beverages

Feb. 23:
Kathleen Cartia, Brockton,
reported the theft of gasoline from
bar vehicle while it waa parked in
front of 261 Brockton.
Sanrlsy Latta reported the theft of
a telephone cord from the lobby of
Combe HaU The cord was valued at
62.

Feb. 18:
Martin Wilson, Richmond,
reported the theft of seat covers and
car keys from his vehicle while it
waa parked in the Alumni Coliseum
Lot. Total value of the items waa
$61.

W9tWtW$W999tWBU*W'W9'W'W99t99$W*WtHt'ttW9*W9'W9$M

Got A Special Craft In Mind?
Come On Over!
Choose your craft and we'll help
you put it together!
EASY CREATIONS
CRAFT SHOP
Southern H«s Pan
623-5904

Special:
$2 per tanning visit
until March 15, 1987

iirls:

(iiivs:

must present
student i.d.

HAIR
ON

MANE

623-2300

BONANZA
WHAT A DEAL!
Freshtastics

food Bar
$2.99

Expert to speak
on headaches

Chop Steak
i Choice of Potato
$1.99

Includes BsversRC

i i
I I

Expires 3-26-87

I I

Does Not Include Pood Bar !

Expires 3-26-87

Rib-Eye
Choice of Potato
$2.99

"T
I

Does Not Include Food Bar
Expires 3-26-87

Progress photo/Bob Carr

Camera eye

Bob Wolfmger, a senior broadcast management major from
Grove City, Ohio, videotaped a walk-through for one of his
broadcasting classes recently.

By Jeff Newton
ComtrOmting writer
Clinical Psychologist Dr. Frank
Andrasik will deliver a —winw on
the treatment of headaches, as a
part of the Department of
Psychology's Spring Colloquium
Series.
The seminar, to be held Friday.
is the second of four in the series.
Andrasik, who studied at the
Pittsburgh School of Medicine, now
doss the mainstream of his work at
the Greenville Pain Therapy Center
in Greenville, S.C.
The nucleus of Andraaik's
seminar wfll encompass specific
areas of relaxation. "Ill be dealing
with some non-drug treatments and
relaxation techniques," said
Andrasik.
Speakers for the series were
selected by a committee made up of
faculty members.
The committee members selected
10 psychologists and contacted

James Watt to speak March 3
Progress staff report
Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt will make a stop
at the university March 3 as part of
his current nationwide lecture tour.
Watt was named interior
secretary by President Ronald
Reagan in 1981.
While in the post, he became
famous
for
his
outspoken
mannerism.
Watt's outspokeness on controversial issues later led to his
resigning from his position.

Sell it in the
Progress
Classifieds

flaw*

W,M«*.

After being dsnounced by
political activists and members of
the press. Watt left his position during the early 1980s.
In addition to his former position
in Washington, D.C.. Watt is also s
lawyer, author and businessman.
Watt currently serves as Chairman of the Board for the Environmental Diagnostics, Inc. and
Disease Detection International.
He is also a member of The
Washington Times Advisory Board.
Some of the topics Watt will be

irValmart

Everyday '
Low
Prices.

^ mKrowjyes

**«■ cjr,. boo*,, ^ctry ^.^
'"opeds. tnd to much more- "

) To piace a classified in Tne
\ Progress, drop by JJ7
Donovan Annex fie/ore
noon on Mondays - S2 for
/O words. For more
information, caJ/622-t\;'7Z

?/

lecturing on during his tour will include: "The Raging Controversy:
Preservation versus Development."
"The Courage of a Conservative."
"Does That Star-Spangled Banner
Yet Wave?" and "Lacking Integrity:The American Press Corps."
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Center Board and will
begin at 7:30 p.m. next Tuesday.
The event will be held in the
Ballroom of the Keen Johnson
Building.
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Warehouse
Sales
•St. Patrick's Day Party Supplies
•St. Patrick's Day Cards Vt Price
•Easter Cards Vt Price
•Large Selection of Costume Jewelry
•Everyday Greeting Cards 30'
•Silk Flower Shop
•Mylar Balloons
Open 9-5:30
•Streamers & Candles Mon . qaf
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Hardrar
Two Sausage & Egg Biscuits
For Only $1.49
Not good in combination with any other offer. Available during |
regular breakfast hours only. No substitutes, please.
Offer good at participating Hardee's Restaurants.

I

Expires 3-5-87

Free Large French Fries with
purchase of any V* lb.* burger
Offer includes '•< lb.* Cheeseburger. Bacon Cheeseburger,
Big Deluxe Burger or Mushroom 'N Swiss Burger.
Not good in combination with any other offer

Now through March 1,1987, you
can buy any large 16 inch pizza,
and pay only the price of a
comparable 12 inch pizza.
No coupon necessary.
Just Ask!
623-7724
(

!

Offer good at participating Hardee's Restaurants.
Expires 3-5-87

•

Mondays-Student Discount
20% OFF with Student ID.
(Not available with other specials)

AU remaining programs in the
aeries are free and open to the

T. BOMBADIL'S

25']

• N

Shoppers
Village

them; after narrowing down the list,
the four suralrars were choaan
When asked what criteria waa involved in choosing the speakers, Dr.
Robert Brubeker. an sasistsnt profeeeor in the psychology depart
merit, said all of the spaas, SM are ac
tive reseeichars.
Brubaker added the speakers are
"all nationally recognised."
Dr. Joseph Palladino from the
U nivarsity of Southern Indians will
speak on behalf of the College of
Law Enforcement.
Palladino will be speaking on
drunken driving.
He is scheduled to speak at 3:30
to 6 p.m. March 26.
Also speaking in the series will be
Dr. Cheryl Travis from the University of Tennessee.
Travis will hold her —*"■"■'• on
April 8. Her subject deals with
gender differences in health status.
The Psychology Graduate Student Organization will co-sponsor
this particular event.
The colloquium series is funded in
part by the psychology department's faculty development funds.
Brubaker said a proposal must be
submitted before any funding is
approved.
This year $300 waa granted for
the colloquium series.
AU of the speakers wiU hold their
seminars in the Kennemar Room of
the Powell Building.
The speakers will remain on campus after their seminars to speak to
students sad faculty on various
topics of interest.
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OMINOS
IZZA

The following report* have bwi
filed with the olwitj'i Dtviatea
of Public Safety.

- A-7

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

II oo- 1
Ow' tJ"v#«» carry last t**n Sa*0 00
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Winning
ALL VARIETIES

FIELD

DR. PEPPER,
7-UP, MT. DEW,
DIET PEPSI, SLICE, OR

Kroger

All Meat

Pepsi

Wieners

.

•

1-LB. PKC

1-LB. PKC

2-LITER BTL

WASHINGTON EXTRA FANCY
RED OR GOLDEN

CALIFORNIA
SEEDLESS 113-SIZE
SUN PACIFIC BRAND

Delicious

Navel

Oranges

125-SIZEEACH. .

EACH...

CALIFORNIA ICEBER

Head^^# Aqua Fresh

Lettucer^Toothpaste
6.4-OZ. TWIN PAK. . .

ytK!r>_

SAVE 1.00 PER LB.

r^M-ean'n Tender
Roast Beef

99
Fresh Baked

Kaiser
Rolls .

SAVE 20«
6-Ct.
Pkg

; "?Q

SAVE 10c Deli Style

Cakes

6-Pak

c
Orange fe

REFRIGERATED KROGER

Juice ^

CALLON PLASTIC JUG

1*1.00 OFF LABEL)

HEAD

Cola

$^89

FRUIT FLAVORS

HhC

Drinks
46-OZ. CAN. . .

FRITO LAY TRADITIONAL
TOSTITOS OR NACHO CHEESE

Doritos
Chips
20-OZ. BONUS BAG

Co Colonels

Index
Organizations: B-2,3
Arts/Entertainment: B-4,5
Sports: B-6,7,8

Campus living

Section
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Dreams force you into an imaginary world
By Keith Howard
Fastens editor
Have you ever dreamed you were
falling off a cliff, and right before
you hit, you open your eyea? To
your dismay, you might have been
lying beeide the bed on the floor instead of in the bed.
What about dreaming you are at
■ public place, such aa a school or
shopping plaza, and you notice you
are the only one not wearing any
clothes. You try to run but your feet
are so heavy that you're not running
at all; you're baaically at a standstill with people around you and
your naked body.
According to the book 10,000
Dreams Interpreted by Gustavus
Hindman Miller, dream* can be interpreted into what will happen in
the future.
For instance, the book states if
you dream you sustain a fall, such
as previously mentioned, and are only frightened during the fall, then
you will undergo great struggle and
you will overcome it and rise to
great heights of wealth and power.
But if you get injured in the dream
by the fall then you will encounter
many hardships and lose of friends
The book also says if you are to
dream you are suddenly node and
try to conceal it, you have "Bought
illicit pleasure contrary to your
noblest instmcta and are MM of
abandoning those deea-ee."
Dr. Richard Shuntich. aaaodate
professor in the psychology department, said everyone dreams. He

s**i people enter what is referred to
•* rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
Shuntich said people are more
likely to dream four or five times in
one night He said the first REM
sleep usually lasts about 10 minutes
and the last one, which is closest to
the morning, lasts around 30 to 46
mlmitee
Shuntich said, according to
peychologiat Calvin Hall, whose
book is greatly recognized among
psychologiata, "The overwhelming
majority of dreams have a negative
type of theme. Failure, bad interaction among people or hostile acts
outnumbered friendly acts two to
Ha added anger, apprehension
and fear were the outcome of 64 percent of the dreams reported and only 18 percent ware happy dreams.
Although everyone dreams, men
and woman tend to dream about different things. "Woman tend to have
dreama that amphaaiM horns and
friendly inter actions They are just
as likely to dream of men aa they do
women. Whereas, man are more likely to dream of men, " Shuntich said.
Ha added man also tend to dream
of achievement sgffrseakai. eexuality and physical activity. Ha said
women may dream of sexuality, too,
but they may be lees likely to report
it
Dr. Robert Brubaker, assistant
professor in the psychology department, said although some people
may think they don't dream, it'a
just they simply don't remember

them. He said all of us go through
the dream process and not all of us
remember It
Shuntich said Sigmund Freud
researched dreams and said one
reason why people don't remember
their dreama is because they are too
defensive.
"Dreams that are more intense
have more dramatic quality and
people may just not want to
remember them," he said.
Brubaker said in order to
remember your dreams you may try
keeping a diary beside your bed and
recording what you remember in it
when you wake up. Also, he said
some people force themselves to
get up during the middle of the
night by setting their alarms and
making notes of what they
remember.
Brubaker said some of the reasons
why people are interested in dreams
is because they believe unconscious
material appears in dreama. "Some
people feel that by analyzing
dreama you can gain some
research," he said.
Brubaker said the reason people
dream the way they do is because
many believe dreama are repieeentative of their desires and fears. "It
would make sense that they would
have the same kinds of dreams."
Shuntich said it is not really
understood what the purpose of
dreaming is, but "the whole process
of dreaming is such a fascinating
thing."

Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh

Nutrition sparks concern
in Powell Cafeteria
By Lisa Borders
Staff writer
You are what you eat. Or so the
old saying goes. If this is true, then
many Americana, iiwhwting college
students, could be in trouble.
In order to help collage students
maintain better eating habits,
Angela De Vdle and Renee Kapener,
graduate assistant and graduate
student in the Department of Applied Arts and Technology, are
pie—il lug a nutrition program for
university students.
According to DeVille, the sixweek program will focus mainly on
heart disease along with the risk fac
tors and ways to decrease coronary
heart diasaas. There will also be a
theme for each week.
Photo by Public Information

Laura Melius, left, and Mack Hulett run through a mock interview.

Acting It out

Students mock interviews
By Mike Feeback
Staff writer
Poor personal appearance.
Limp, fishy handshake. Failure
to look the interviewer in the eye.
These are a few of the reasons
150 employers gave for rejecting
job applicants during the awMM
interview, according to Laura
Melius, assistant director of the
Division of Career Development
and Placement here at the
university.
"Employers would like
students to be better prepared,"
said Melius.
One way CD A P can help a
student to be better prepared to
face a prospective employer is to
give the student s feel of what to
expect during an interview.
Aa s part of its services for
helping students find jobs, CD &
P conducts mock interviews for
interested students.
The mock interview process is
similar to that of a real interview.
After students make appoint
menta with the CD A P
secretary, they are given information on the "company" they
are interviewing to work for.
The students arrive with their
resumes, dressed for the interviews with their "employer."
"We act aa a representative of
the organization," said Melius.
The "employers" who give the Interviews are Melius, Art Harvey,
Dr. Bill Brown and Martha
Moran, a student intern.

"We try to ask them tough
questions, about long-term goals,
how they would react in certain
situations," said Melius.
The entire interview itself,
which takes 10-16 minutes, is
videotaped. Over the next 30 to
40 minutes, the student and the
interviewer discuss the student's
appearance, such as grooming,
ahinad shoes and clean fingernaila.
Other
physical
characteristics are critiqued also.
"Immediately after the interview, we play back the videotape
to find things that the student
needs to improve upon," said
Melius. "Sometimes there are
things they don't realize. A lot of
'you knows' or uhs' or maybe a
nervous lack. We replay those so
the student can be aware of them
and eliminate them."
The process is not juat
centered on the appearance of the
interviewee, although appearance is an important part.
Other areas critiqued are: interview preparation, expression,
career direction, sincerity and
personality.
"We try to be tough on them,"
said Melius. "We've had
students come back from real interviews and say theirs wasn't
nearly aa tough as ours."
Melius added, one thing they
find is that many of the students
ere not prepared to ask questions

One of the themes is about
sodium intake and how it relates to
hypertension and high blood
pressure
Another theme is cholesterol and
fats. This will focus on the effect
that cholesterol and fats have on
such diseases aa arterioecelrosis
(hardening of the arteries), and how
reducing the intake of these may
reduce the chances of getting the

after the interview is over. "They
don't axpteas their interest in the
position. They don't finish with
a positive note."
Students can show more interest by asking questions about
the position, other than just asking how much it pays.

Furthermore, other themes will include exercise, weight loss and fiber.
The theme of exercises will feature
aerobics for heart fitness. The fiber
theme will concentrate on watersoluble fiber and the role it plays
in heart disease and in cancer.
DeVille said.

"Many students just ask how
much money they're going to
make," said Melius. That leaves
a bad impression, she said.
Andy Morrow, a senior
technical agriculture major from
Richmond, has taken advantage
of the mock interview for
experience.

The weight loss theme is mainly
concerned with maintaining the
ideal body weight
According to DeVille. this theme
will have a special project in which
Food Service Director Oreg
Hopkins will submit copies of the
cafeteria recipes, calorie counts and
percentage of fata and nutrients so
a nutrient ansly sia can be done and
a balanced meal of 500 calories will
be calculated.

"It'a worthwhile," said Marrow. "If I hadn't done the mock
interview, I wouldn't have time
to criticize what I'm doing
wrong.
"It'll give me a jump on my
first interview," he said.
Although the students who do
go through the mock interview
process give favorable reviews,
not many students take advantage of the service.
"We get an average of about
10 students each week for the interviews," said Melius "If I had
my way, I would have every student that interviews to go
through it. It's that beneficial."
Anyone interested in the mock
interview service, contact CD A
P at 622-2766.

Progress illuatratkWThornas Marsh

Students should be aware of what they eat.
'We hope to make people aware and realize that
changes probably should be made in their eating
habits.'
--Angela DeVille

DeVille said 600 calories is
definitely not enough for one day. people aware and realize that
She added the suggested minimum changes probably should be made in
is around 1,300 calorie, par day.
their eating habits."
Through thia theme, there will
She added college students do not
also be s 600 Chib in which the pro- think they have to worry about
gram member will calculate calories heart disease, but they really do. If
of a lunch meal and give pointers on they had bad eating habits
they were young and still
DeVHee.
those bad habits, it could
The final theses is as overview or greedy add to their chance, of
developing heart disease, DeVille
There will sleo be a look
at the U.S. Dietary gsaJibnii and
DeVille said there is eome nutrithe American Heart Association
tional
interest among students
guidelines for salt fat asd fiber in
take as they relate to American because they are buying nutrition
information in such magSTines as
Cancer Society's guidelines.
Vogue, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, and
Deville said, "We hope to make Seventeen. However, she added
—I

some of the information is inaccurate. For example. Cosmopolitan's nutritional information is only 37 percent accurate
while Ladies Home Journal is 60
percent accurate. DeVille said the
program wil try to "give them true
information and increaee the
credibility of nutntionalists ss a
profession."
The six-week program will be
located in the Powell Cafeteria. According to DeVille, there will be
private height and weight checks,
presentations, speakers and
possibly blood pressure checks.
Also, DeVille and Kapsner will be in
the cafeteria once a week to answer
any questions.
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Activities
Gaming group
gathers to play

Older students
help each other
By Own
Staff wrksr
Whether it's summer vacation, a
break between semesters or just s
few days off, the typical student
dreads the thought of returning to
school.
Why?
Many students mourn over the
thought of homework, tests, term
papers or just getting up for class.
While, on the other hand, others fear
not fitting in or the loneUneee of being on their own.
But among all of these typical
worries is s variety of students most
people never think about.
To you, they might appear to be
just like anyone else. But, to the surprise of many, they aren't the ordinary student.
Why? Because in many instances
they are the students who never
started college or dropped out of college early for one reason or another.
More than that, they are the
students who have decided to put
their ages behind them and pursue
a coll age rt egret
Due to the fact most of the university's students are young, most of
the groups and activities are geared
toward the younger crowd also.
Therefore, most of the older
students find activities geared
toward them are few and far
between.
There is an organization here at
the university that, although unfamiliar to many, is here to serve the
needs of these older students.
This is where the Association of
Returning Students comes in.
According to former ARS president Sonya Ooff, "It's a support
group for the non-traditional student."
Goff noted the ARS was founded
around 1960 by university graduate
Gunsoli Tamcoc
When ashed why the group was

GET A HEAD START
ON YOUR TAN!
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Optr. Monlr, I to .
Saturday • to I
Sunday I to »

THE SUN SHOPPE
Call Today! 623-8110
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Statde/is
^fioive/i Shop
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Giving it their all

The cold, rainy weather didn't get in the way of the rugby scrimmage Saturday between the university's rugby team and the team
from UK.
'^'^<y^^>t^j^rSKTK^H^>r^KrK^tt9^^rSTap*^* t^sfSKW ►

'Denise 'Doming
Sherrie Hunt
*f Jill Johnson
I
Staceu McCohbin
i
Jamie Morris
*f Julie O'Vaniel
I
Julie JZobinson
\
Kim Vincent
4& Lisa Watkins

AAnf

630 Big Hill Ave.

BURGER
OUT?

Economy Muffler

$9995

$199«

(Fits most cars
and trucks)

(Some pickups)

Lifetime Brake Special
$4y

Per

Axje

Includes: Lifetime warranty shoes
or pads, reface rotors or drums,
repack wheel bearings on most cars.

kinko's
'""RYSUM'E"""*
PACKAGE

We will make small loans on:

1 Page Resume Typeset
• 25 Copies onto Resume Stock!

Color TVs
35mm Cameras
VCRs & Video Cameras
Musical Instruments
CBs

• 25 Matching Blank Sheets
(lor cover letters)

• 25 Matching Envelopes
THE ENTIRE PACKAGE FOR

0>U0Sl
1 v

Custom Duals

Offer good with this ad thru 341-87
Eastern Bypass (Next to Jerry'e)
Richmond, Ky

NEED EXTRA CASH FOR
SPRING BREAK?
Microwaves
Gold jewelry
Diamonds
Silver coins
Typewritters
Stereo equipment

McCool said there is an admission
fee of 84 per day or 86 for both days
for participating in the convention.
This fee goes toward paying for
the coats sssoristed with producing
the convention - such as the cost for
the ballroom, the cost for advertising and the cost for prizes.
McCool said several businesses
that deal in gaming equipment set

624-0190

624-0198

Richmond, Kentucky

Captain Nolan Meadows, an instructor in the Department of
Military Science, is the adviser to
the club.
McCool said ths group, which has
about 12 full-time members, basically just plays games.
"It's still not too late in the
semester if anybody's interested in
getting involved," he said
McCool said the group is mostly
juniors and seniors, but he'd like to
see more freshmen and sophomores
get involved.
We'd like to find a few more people who are really interested in the
hobby," McCool said
The club meats at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesdays in Room 6C of the Begley
Building.
McCool said they usually have a
short business meeting and then
someone breaks out the games.

DISCOUNT MUFFLERS
^TKjM<a»jnTjprr<^,%J»Teg^

Thru Saturday, Feb.28

"Most people who come are interested in playing one or another of
the games," McCool said
McCool said the convention is
somewhat like a conference in that
fellow gamers get together to talk
about their bobby.
"This is something that we are
trying to do now on an annual
basis," McCool said.
McCool said WKYT-27 and
WLEX-18 news teams both attended the convention last year.
Wargames Unlimited was started
at the university in 1976 by
students and instructors in the
Department of Military Science who
were interested in the Civil War and
who decided to re-enact the war using mini-troops, according to
McCool.

exhaust pro

Long Stem Roses

$5.95 dozen

up booths and sell their equipment
at the convention. There will be
repressntstives this year from
Michigan, as well as from Lexington
and Richmond.

Bob McCool, a senior computer
science major from Burksville, and
president of ths club, said
the convention, to be held in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom, will consist
of two full days of matches and tournaments in board games such as
Risk, Battletech and Backgammon
and in role-playing (where the player
creates s character and plays that
character) such as Dungeons and
Dragons, Champions and Paranoia.
McCool said there will be about 30
different lands of games played during the first day of events and about
20 on the second day.
"A gaming convention is good,
clean fun, pure and simple," McCool
said
McCool said last year's convention drew about 120 to 160 people,
but he expects more this year
because of advertisements the club
has placed in two national gaming
magazines: Dtagaa and Polyhedron
"It's usually a pretty colorful
event," McCool said
McCool said he expects participants from at least four states.
"Gamers are not your average
people sometimes," he said.
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Located Do-mo-n Nrit To Central liquor

By Amy CaadOl
Activities MOW
Wargames Unlimited, a dub that
specializes in playing board games,
role-playing games and ths like, is
having its second —I Un-Con
gaming convention Fab. 28 and
March 1.

We Love Our Pledges! JL

Spring Break Specials On
5. 10. 15, & 20 visit packages.

New Bulbs1
Towel Service!
Private Ak Conditioned Rooms'
Wolfl Tanninf System!
Owned » Operated by EKU Students'

0

started. Goff said. "Basically for the
same reasons I'm in the group. The
traditional - type student, the
18-year-old, right out of high school,
living-in-the-donn type student has
■ all kinds of groups and associations
they can join.
But, there was really nothing for
the older student, and that was one
of the reasons why it was formed.
And also to give the non-traditional
student a chance to meet other people kind of in the same boat they
are."
According to Pricilla Chansler,
another former ARS president: "We
provide housing for commuters
when there is bad weather or if they
have car trouble, and we really try
to provide the phone numbers and
addresses of the other members so
they will have someone to call if
they need to."
Chansler said the ARS also holds
bake sales, goes downtown, has parties and does just anything else the
typical student would do.
The group has about 16 members
whose ages range from 28 to 38
years old
Chansler notes the size of the
group is relatively small, but this is
mainly due to a lack of
advertisement.
But this may change. According
to Chansler, the Housing Office is
now trying to figure out some way
of adjusting the housing application
so that ths older students could be
put in Brockton or upperclaasmen
housing instead of sticking them in
regular resident housing.
The result of this change would
mean the older students would be
put in an environment more suitable
for them, and ARS may be able to
extend the group to more people.
Those wanting further information concerning ARS can contact
Chansler st 622-2633 or Paul
Pavlich st 623-1006.

Life can be really tough when you 've got a bad burger habit. You
find yourself thinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait till you
get another "burger fix". But it doesn 't have to be that way! There is a
Fresh Alternative... Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads
are made fresh before your eyes. So get rid of that burger on your back
Come to a Subway Sub Shop for a quick recovery.
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Programs honor
women's history

Club teaches
speech skills
By JaaaU Hjeaaai

Stair writ*
Toaatmaaters ia an interna tional
service organization which has a
local chapter in Richmond consisting of adminiatratora. students
and community BMaawaTa* interested
«" ajajajjaaj saanaaj through speaking
akilla.
The club stresses training in
public speaking, formal speaking
and parity of apeech. The Madco
chapter in Richmond was first
established in 1979 and now has
about 26 members.
M iloe Sabor, a retired professor of
geography and planning and a certified planner for the state, currently serves aa secretary for
Toaatmaaters aa wall aa being a past
president for the club.
Sebor said he feels more student
involvement would be beneficial to
the club aa well aa the student.
"I feel Toaatmaetan may help
each student tremendously in the
many different areas and majors
which require public speaking aa
well aa overcoming an inferiority
complex," said Sebor.
There
are
over
6,000
Toaatmaatara clubs throughout the
world, with 18 clube alone in 11 Ken
tucky cities
"Whenever you travel throughout
the worlds especially in the U.S., you
are always welcomed with open
arms by other Toaatmaatara. This
really builds some wonderful friendships," said Sebor.

select* five impromtu speakers who
then address the group and give a
two- to three-minute formal apeech
on the preselected topic given by
the master. The topics should relate
to the public politics and comnuinity affairs and concerns.
The next stage consists of four or
five preselected speaker a (members
of the club) who are to give formal
speeches of lass than seven minutes.
They may choose any topics they
wish, but the time ia strictly
enforced.
A time counter alerts a speaker if
he ia about to go over the sevenminute mark. The speaker then is
given 30 seconds to finish the
apeech, unless they ask permission
in advance to speak three to five
minutes extra.
A master evaluator is also preselected to evaluate the evening's
speakers.
Each speaker is assigned an
evaluator, and after the speeches are
over, each evaluator makes a friendly criticism of the presentation.
After the evaluations, the
members vote on who they feel were
the best speakers and the best
evaluator of the meeting. The winners then get to display the trophy
in their home until the next mooting
At the end of the meeting, the
master evaluator makes general
comments about the evening which
can be either positive or negative as
long as the comments are made in
a gentle manner and are not offensive to anyone.
"Praise all of the time doesn't
make a very good impression. Constructive criticism is always appreciated," Sebor said.
"Toaatmasters is not actually a
relaxing type of club," Sebor said.
"There is always pressure and
stress on your mental ability
because you don't always know
when the attention will focus on
you, but you must always be ready
to participate, which takes a great
deal of concentration," he said.

Each Toaatmaaters dub has local
meetings, conducted by members,
which provide a prepared program
to improve the members' speaking
and leading habits.
Ben Koepke, an assistant professor of traffic safety at the univeraity and a member of Toaatmaaters,
said he felt Toaatmaatara would be
very beneficial to students aa well
aa t sac ham because they can improve their spearing habits
"I feel Toaetmasters has helped
me to do a better job aa a teacher
because it teachee you to be more
Dues for the dub are $18 for a six
forceful in speaking and also in month period which includes the
organizing your thoughts and
Toaatmaaters magazine and naspeech." Koepke said. "We welcome
tional and local expenses.
students to come and attend our
The Madco chapter meets on the
meeting*."
second and fourth Monday of every
Each meeting consists of two month at a local restaurant on the
stages. The first stage ia called Eastern By-Pass. For further infor"Table Topics" and the pre-elected
mation, contact Miloa Sebor,
Table Topics Master of the evening 622-1421.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
NEW INITIATES PLEDGES
Garnetta Bale
Amy Bates
Evelyn Bowman
Lynn Cetrulo
Beth Chapman
Anne Deck
Michelle Elliott
Chen Hoff
Julie Hounshell
Lee Livesay
Leigh Ann Miller
Martha Ramsey
Cara Raymond
Kim Ward
Krista Wesselman
Pam Woltenburg

Michele Davidson
Charlotte Highfill
Debra Eagle
Leigh Oates
Tina Peruzzi

Going for extra points
Prograaa photo/Rodney Ross
Richard Garvey, a junior physics major from Scheffield, England,
prepares to shoot a free throw for the Centre College team
in Saturday's Beta Basketball Tournament m Alumni Colosseum.

By Tana* Mclvar
Staff writer
The university will be obeerving
Women's History Week March 2
through 6.
Dr. Nancy Les-Riffee, an English
professor, arid women's history ia
observed nationally for a month,
but because of Spring Break,
midterm and other factors here at
the university, it wss decided to
hold a weak of events. All of these
will relate to woman.
Lee-Riffe said this is the university's first big effort to observe
women's week. Coordinating the
week of events haa been s col
lsborstive effort.
She said last year there were a few
programs bald obeerving Women's
Hietory Weak, but these were not
widely publicised.
Lee-Riffe said they were excited
about getting a chance to do a
Women's History Weak. We hope
people will come," aba said.
She said WEKU had programmed
Legacies for the week. Legacies is s
series of programs that explores the
history of women and the family in
the United States from the first
years of European settlement to the
end of the Civil War.
The New Coon Creek Girls will
perform at 11:30 s.m. March 2 in the
Plszs between the Powell Budding

and the University Bookstore. LeeRiffe said anyone interested in clogging would enjoy the performance.
A lecture on Frances Barton Fox.
a Kentucky novelist, will be given
by Lea-Riffs at 8 p.m. March 2 in
Wallace 346. Lee-Riffs said the setting of much of Barton Fox'a work
ia the area around Danville.
The Botaauuv, part of the International Film Series, will be shown
March 3 and 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Crabbe Library Room 108. The film
was made in Britain and ia based on
a novel by Henry James.
Dr. Jans Rriaay, government pro
feaaor. will speak at the Faculty
Brown Bag in the Faculty liormgw
in the Keen Johnson Building at 1
p.m. March 4 on "The First 'First
Lady' of the Soviet Union." Mr*
Lenin. Rainey said Lenin was an activist and very involved in polities.
Dr. Richard Bronley will give a
lecture/recital of muric by Ruth
Crawford Ssegar. Vivan Fine.
Elisabeth Luytens and Bley, contemporary women i laiipiiesis, at
7:30 p.m. March 4 in Walnut Hall in
the Keen Johnson Building
Dr. Carol Crowe-Caraco. Of
Western Kentucky University, wnl
present s lecture on Mary
Brsclrinridge and the Frontier Nursing Service. This is sponsored by
the Kentucky Humanities Council

Campus clips
Conference held

Speech given

Awards given

The Philosophy Club presents a
speech by Dr. Richard Clewett from
the Department of English titled
"Individualism: For Whom?" at
7:30 p.m. March 10 in the Clark
Room of the Wallace Building.

Error printed

The American Marketing
Association is holding a conference
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday in
the Keen Johnson Building. Though
it's too late to register for the banquet, everyone is welcome to sttend
the seminars.

Phi Delta Kappa is planning to
award two $126 scholarships to
graduate students who have been
enrolled in both semesters of the
1986-87 academic year. Interested
graduate students should contact
Terry Cuh-oaa at 622-1626 or stop
by Keith 206 no later than March 13
for details regarding application.

An editor's error in FYI this weak
caused the wrong class pattern to be
shown for this week. This is a TRF
week.

Race held
All university students and Richmond residents are invited to take
part in a 5-lrilometer run to be held
st 10 a.m. on March 7. Entry fee of
$7 inchidoi running shirt. All proceeds go to United Way. Call
Troylyn Johnson at 622-3866 for
more details. Entry deadline is
March 4. The run is sponsored by
the 1987 Greek Week Committee.

Program held
Dr. Charles T. Goodsell of the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute will
speek on "Public Employment:
What's In It For You" at a luncheon
at 11:46 a-m. Wednesday in dining
rooms A and B of the Powell
Building. This luncheon will also include brief presentations by the
Department of Government. This
program ia free and open to the
public.

Course offered
The Division of Special Programs
is offering s special interest course
for investors and potential investors
who desire to better understand
financial markets. For more information, contact William McGuire in
Combs 223 or call the Division of
Specisl Programs

This sprin

To submit a clip
Items for Campus Clips should be
typed and signed with a telephone
number included in case there are
questions regarding the clip. Items
should be delivered to Donovan Annex 117 by Monday of the week during which the clip will run. These
items should contain only information pertinent to the university community and preferably contain only information about services or
events that are free and open to the .
public.
'
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makeabreakforit

GROOVY
TUESDAYS
with

Kelli

Gast

March 3 • 8 pm
admission $ 1.00 • reduced prices

s

89

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

Anywhere Greyhound goes.

fSQO GREYHOUND

EJmkxA leave the driving to us.'
BAR A Vll GRILLE

Greyhound • 127 S. Third Street • 623-2810
135 East Main
Must present avabdcoUeecaucknt ID. card upon purch^
Inc., and other participating carrier.. Certain restrictions apply Offer effective 2/1/87 through 4/3*87 Offer limited. Not vahd in Canada C 1987 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Arts/ Entertainment
Show to benefit
county hospice
also provide support for the pa
tient's family. When a terminal illness is involved, the whole family is
Although benefits are everyday
the patient," said Cloys.
occurrences in larger cities, they
"Death makes people uncomfortwere rarely used as fund-raisers in
able and we want to help the patient
the Richmond area until now.
learn to accept death, but our main
The Red Glove Revue will present
focus is to 1st them live until they
the musical variety extravaganza
die." >
"Cause for Applause" on Feb. 27
Proceeds for "Cause For Apand 28 to benefit the Hospice Pro- I
plause" will go toward, among other
gram in the Madison County
things, hiring s full-time nurse and
community.
possibly an executive director for
The Red Glove Revue is a
the Madison County program.
Madison County Follies production
"Although we have a part-time
which will be the first one presented
nurse now working with Hospice,
in Madison County since the 1960s.
we need someone who can devote all
The show will be under the direcof their time to the program," Cloys
tion of Mike GeibeJ. s director from
said.
New York City. The costumes and
The Sigma Nu Fraternity at the
the script for the acts will also be
from New York City, although all of university has adopted the "Cause
For Applause" benefit ss one of
the acts will be performed by local
their community projects this
talent.
Hospice, s medieval term mean- spring.
According to Sam Lynch, a senior
ing refuge, is s non-profit program
which deals with the terminally ill public relations major from Pikeville
and vice president of the fraternity,
patients who usually have only six
months to live. There are some they are doing what they can to help
out.
cancer patients who may live linger
"For one thing, we sold adverand are involved in the program.
tisements
in the program to raise
The program began in England in
funds to help underwrite the overall
the 1960s and is coordinated difexpenses of the Follies," said Lynch.
ferently throughout the world.
The group is also involved in setSome communities have buildings
ting
up and serving s patron recepdonated just for Hospice patients,
tion to be given at Irvington House
while some hospitals may have a
single wing dedicated to the care of at the Richmond City Park before
the first performance. The reception
these people.
is to acknowledge and thank the
Since the program in Madison
County began in 1981, patients have people who have made special contributions to the program.
been allowed to stay at home until
"We just happened to be in the
they die with volunteers there to try
right place at the right time and we
to make these people as comfortable
were more than willing to help out,"
as possible during this time.
said Lynch.
According to Jo Helen Cloys,
"Cause For Applause" will be
public information director at Patheld st 8 p.m. on Feb. 27 and 28 in
tie A. Clay Hospital, these
the Hiram Brock Auditorium of the
volunteers are mainly nurses who
Coatee Administration Building.
help the patients with their physical
Tickets will be $10 in advance and
needs as well as spiritual needs.
$12 at the door with all donations
"The volunteers help out in any
going to benefit the Madison Counway possible. They may shop for the
ty Hospice Program.
patient or clean their home. They
By Jamie Hiaaom
Staff writ*

Photos by Tom Penegor

Lydia Languish, left, played by Sally Wilfert, is longing for
her lover. However, Lydia's aunt, Mrs. Malaprop and
Senator Absolute, played by Linda Lisle Hensley and Wes
Shofner plot to arrange another affair for the girl.

Southern style hits home in 'Rivals'
By Phil Bowling
Arts editor
Throughout our everyday lives,
even the pacifist will run into a rival.
This is exactly what the latest student production. The Rivals, is all
about.
The play, which is being performed by the university's theatre
department, opened last night at
Gifford Theatre in the Jane F.
Campbell Building.
The play is set in the Deep South
in 1861. The play, written by
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, was
originally set in the 1700s in
England.
The change to Charleston, S.C.,
was an attempt by the play's director, Jim Moreton, to keep the audience more interested. Indeed, this
change probably will help the success of the play.

Review
Basically, when thinking of an
English play, one envisions
Shakespearean prose with difficulty to follow. This simple change, if
anything, makes the audience feel
more relaxed.
The play is s somewhat romantic
comedy of secret lovers and affairs
of the heart. Although some may
become confused st first, if you pay
close attention you will definitely
enjoy the show.
Lydia I languish, portrayed by
Sally Wilfert, has been having an affair through letters with s sergeant
named Beverly. However, Beverly
is actually Captain Jack Absolute,
played by Dwight Craft.
Craft's character has been deceiving his lover in fear she would disapprove of his position and financial

status. Craft adds nicely to his
character and gives an impressive
performance.
Wilfert, a veteran performer from
Lu Ann Hampton Laverty
Obarlander and A Chorus Line,
again shines in her role as the
unknowing young lady struggling
to overcome her cruel aunt.

Shofner a performance is another
to commend His style and mannerism gives a definite air of
believability to the Southern
gentleman.
While all this might seem confusing enough, there are two other men
fighting for the love of Lydia. or
who they think to be she.

Lydia's aunt, Mrs. Malaprop, portrayed by Linda Lisle Hensley,
refuses to allow the affair to continue and bids she will find a husband for the girl.

In the midst of it all. you find
Serena Head portraying the
delightful house servant, Lucy.
Head sights the possibilities and
decides to make a profitable turn
from the confusion.

Hsnsley takes the staunch
character and carries- it out
magnificently. Her SouthernEnglish accent gives the perfect auto the personality she is trying to
portray.
The captain's father, Senator Anthony Absolute, portrayed by Wes
Shofner, is also trying to interfere
with his son's relations.

In order to find out who discovers
who is lying to whom and when, be
sure and catch this light comedy.
The play will be performed nightly through Saturday. Performances
will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Student tickets are $4 each and $6
for adult tickets and can be reserved by calling Moreton at 622-1323.

By-Pass, next to Holiday Inn

Bring this coupon

$300
Off our low pries
Any Pslr
On* coupon per pair
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Take us for
everything we have.
■ ■■ ■ VALUABLE COUPONS ssi

I VALUABLE COUPON I

Richmond Plasma Center

SAVE $9.41
"With Everything''

ORIGINAL
New donors earn $10
extra their first week for
donating plasma- in just a
few hours time.
On the March
the Urat week It's $•
$11, that means you receive
$23.
The second week It's $8
$15, that means you
receive $2$.

The third week It's $8
and $10, that means you
receive $18.
Ths fourth waafctt's $13
and $10, that means you
receive $23.
You must donate twice
each week to receive these
fees. For dotafls cad:

BRING THIS AD.

loppings include
r«l*p*"Oni. ham.
bacon ground beef,
itakan sauvige.
mushrooms, green
peppery onions
Hoi peppers arvi
oncbovies jpon
request (NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR
DELETIONS. Valid
with coupon al par
ticipalinq little
Caesars Orte cou
ponn. ' 'listener

P>MEXICAN

10 specially
selected toppings

10

Reg. $20.40
fwti 3/iJ/*7

125 S. Third

MIX LARGE
& MATCH

10 specially
selected toppings

Original or Mexican
Of on* of each.

,NO SUBSTITUTIONS
ORO€IETONS)V8IK1
with coupon at p«y
tiOpatinq Little
CacM'S One coupon p«f customer

$

10

99

Reg. $20.40
Expires yjlX/n '
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HOP 3
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SANDWICH
9

Buy a Deluxe Quarter , Double
Cheeseburger or Fish Sandwich
and get a second of equal or lease
value free.

;i

Tax extra Not valid with other
offer or discount Limit one coupon
per purchase. Valid at Richmond
Druther's thru 3/8/87

kjpcan-3% include ye*"
eh* MD«n beef
p*«to beam, qreen pep
pen, onuony Mac ■ oh1-**
lomatoev taro (n-p«.
not banana ueppen.
and iaMc«no pepperv
upon rcouett latO
wucr M<O »ri) pcope<
avAtldbir at i ' imtei
NOVIBS! lL'I->JSOB
WlllUCrtr WnKI w|h r
i>n<«iaiiv>i<rMi
»»5 little Csew. On*
ro««»oni*' CUD

10 specially
selected Mexican
style toppings

$

10

Reg. 20.40
i ■ .
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HOP?

FREE

BUY ONE
PIZZA...
GET ONE FREE!
Buy any size Original Round pizza at
regular price, get identical pizza FREE!
Price vanes dependms on size and number of
toppings ordered Valid with coupon at participatm3 little Caesars 3/H/?7 Expires

!9fVb 1 inw Caesars Cmarpnses tnc
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■ VALUABLE COUPONS SB l

DINNER

6S3-C3771
539 MAHAFFEY DR

Buv a Fish Dinner, Chicken Dinner
or Salad Bar and get a Second
dinner or equal or lesser value
free.

$4.00 minimum

Tax extra. Not valid with other
offer or discount. Limit one coupon
per purchase Valid at Richmond
Druther's tha 3/8/87

99

txpires 3/ll/r7

....

SAVE $9.41
"With Everything"

Big Hill Avenue
624-0481

^

v mmmsm

624-9814

Valuable Coupons
from Druther's

SAVE $9.41
"With Everything''

When you make pizza this good, one just isn't enough.™
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Student concerts enhance semester Industry plans
change readily
By Krlati Speaear
Staff writer
In an attempt to combine
entertainment and culture in one
•vent, the university preoeiite
numerous free recitals and concerts each semester.
The Department of Music will
hsve presented 70 to 80 concerts
for the university by the end of
the semester.
Concsrt manager John
Laweon, who is also an associate
professor of musk and music
education, said his job is to make
sure all the concerts run
smoothly.

mances by their tutors on s pass
fail basis.
Lawson said he is very pleased with the number of students
who attend the concerts.
Students tnnwM music appreciation are required to attend soms
concerts.
"We have concerts so the
music students can benefit from
seeing works performed,'' said
Rich Illman. an associate professor of trumpet instruction.
The students are given cards
to fill out at the concerts to
assure their instructors they actually attended.
Music majors are also expected
to attend a certain percentage of
the coaoarta.
"I think it's very important for
performance majors to do concerts to get that valuable experience," said Jennifer Cauhorn,
a music performance major.
According to Cauhorn, only
musk pei for manes majors are required to do shows.
All of the concerts are free to
the public and are performed in
either Brock Auditorium, Gifford
Theatre, Pearl Buchanan Theatre
or Poeey Auditorium.
According to the concert programs, all ushers for the Department of Music presentations are
supplied by the Alpha Eta

Lawson is responsible for setting the concerts which are all
presented by faculty members
and students.
"Our students work very hard
and we feel they deserve a chance
to show off a little bit." Lawson
said.
Soms music majors give
recitals for the practice; however,
others are required to give them.
Bachelor of Music students are
required to do a "half recital," or
a recital with another musician,
during their junior year and a
"whole recital" alone during their
senior year.
Music majors who are being
tutored are rated on their perfor-

What a world we are living in;
technology is advancing even as you
are rending this. The next time you
go to the store, teks a look at all the
items marked new and improved
Now take this knowledge and
enter any specialty store and you
will find the changes hsve increased
largely. The current trend k to see
how much you can outdo your competitor each
We can take a look inside your
standard record shop and aee quite
a difference from the past 10 yean.
There has been more than one or
two major changes in the sake of
the industry.
In 1S77, the erase was albums.
Everyone bought the albums and
there was nothing left to say on the

Progress Wuatratton/Thomas Marsh

Numerous concerts are held each semester.
Chapter of Delta Omicron, the
Omicron Psi Chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha Smfonia Musk Fraternity
of America and the affiliated
Mask Educator's Conference.
There will be three presents
lions this week including s Facul-

ty Piano Trio to be held Fridsy
in Poeey Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
All concerts are tape recorded
and copies of group concert tapes
are available, in the Music
Library.

Evening of culture set for group
from this category.
The second level of membership is
'The Sponsors,' and these people
have donated S60-BM to the arts.
The Patrons,' members of the
third level having donated
»100$249.
Those donating
$2604499 are classified in the
fourth level, "The Benefactors.'
The fifth category belongs to The
Philanthropists,' who hsve donated
S6004999.
The sixth level "The President's
Club.' and the seventh level. The
Corporate Membership' have each
donated over $1,000 to the arts.
The four-hour agenda begins with
a black tie dinner at 6 p.m. in the
Giles Gallery. The Friends can listen
to a faculty string trio and a student
woodwind quintet while they eat,
said Dr. John Roberts, chairman of
the musk department.
The Friends can also enjoy paintings as they est. Art department
chairman Richard Adams said the
paintings of New York artist Leslie

By Lauren Willoeghby
Contribatisg writer

During a few short hours on
Saturday, members of s somewhat
elite group will bask in culture.
For an til ticket price and a
membership fee, about 76 local art
appredators will spend Saturday
evening at the university soaking up
culture and fine arts.
The Friends of Fins Arts, formed
this semester by the deans and
chairs of the fine arts departments,
will gather in the Jane F. Campbell
Building for its first fine arts experience, which Dean John Long has
dubbed "A Feast of the Arts."
There are seven levels of membership to be considered and each
depends upon the specific amount of
donation.
The first clsssification of
members is 'Friends of Fine Arts.'
In order to be s member of this
category, one has to have donated
between f 26 and $49.
Most of the members are made up

Newman are on display in the
gallery.
The cast of The Rivals will be introduced, and the Friends will be
ushered into their reserved seats in
Gifford Theater far the dosing
night's pusantarlDti of the piny.
Long said the dinner la being
given mainly to honor the new
Friends, not to rake money. Though
members are paying $11 each, the
cost of providing the dinner is 60
cents more per person.
"We aren't awpartlag much
money this year." Long said. "Actual use of the funds is a Httle way
away."
Funds can be used to bring more
viaiting musicians and artists to the
campus, according to Long. They
can create student scholarships and
McrsaanpuhskasjaieiwssoftheartB
at the university
Long said he hopes the organization will continue to permanence. He
said the "Feast of the Arts" k the
first of such projects.

"We hope to follow it up with a
good act in October," he said.
"We're just trying to get ours
started," Long added. "It's hard to
get something started without any
seed money."
M any other colleges and universities have community funding programs like the Friends of Fine Arts.
Roberts said.
Besides raising money for the
arts, another important function is
community involvement. Long said.
"An important part of our service
mission as a college is to provide for
community needs," said Adams.
The Friends of Fine Arts k increasing audience development, he
added.
Community residents jften hsve
difficulty locating events on campus
and RnAing parking, problems to
which Long has a solution: campus
maps and special parking privihges
are provided for members.

The only other option for the consumer was to buy the single 46 if
you did not want the entire album.
This was fine for s while until the
consumers were tired of the album
wearing out and then having to
throw it out without any ssved
relics.
Granted, there were a few options
at this time; consumers were not
totally aware of the 8-track tapes
which were a new hit on the market.
Once the 8-track cartridges were
placed on the market in a great
abundance, the listeners slowly
began sliding away from the
records. However, the new feature
was never pushed to the maximum
and gave no true threats to wiping
out the albums
There was one major problem
with the Wracks and the consumers
were quick to take note. These
lermrHngs wore down eaafly and
would attain a low hiss sound in the
background.
Moat of the standard home
stereos were coming with the
feature of 8-track and phonograph
and consumers began buying a mixtun of the two, never really declaring a winner of the fight.
Over the next few years, 8-tracks
became somewhat better and even
offeied a new feature to the audience. You could now purchase
blank 8- track tapes and record from
your turntable or direct from the
radio.
Although this was quite s great
feature, the technology had been
proceeded by reel-to-reel taping and
at the same time was being over-

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling

shadowed by the technology of
cassette recordings.
As cassette recordings became
more and more popular on the
market, the consumers lost all the
charm seen earlier in the 8-track. By
1986, you could no longer purchase
a new release 8-track in the store
Late night television viewers will
testify that you can still order
classic collections of music on
8-track in limited supplies.
Today, the only other remnants
are in bargain basement sales at discount stores. As soon as the remaining stock of cartridges an gone, the
era will all be history.
The record industry introduced
two new ideas on the market last
year and both have since grown to
greet bounds. The latest idea to be
placed on the market k compact
discs.
The other mentioned advancement came around whan recording
artists began making longer dance
versions of popular songs.
This ides sparked k someone's
head and now you can buy what k
called the 12-inch single These
releases will generally have two or
three songs in extended versions.
These long singles can now be
purchased far as low as $3 each
This may appear low priced compared to the $1.76 price for s 46
single.
To some extent it k obvious that
46s will be the 8-tracks of today.
Currently, many major record shops
have decreased or completely ceased carrying singles.
If you think this k ■""»H>"',g
then you have another thing coming. The industry has topped all ad
vancemente with the new compact
laser discs.
Will these practically untarnishabk items replace albums k the
next few years? This k one question
that k on the minds of many people and will not be answered for
some time.
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Sports
Parris breaks scoring record
By Mike Marsee
Sport* editor

Antonio Parris broke the
university'* all-time scoring
record 6 minutes and 43 seconds
into Saturday's upset win over
Middle Tennessee.
That was the biggest news
from Saturday's game.
But it wasn't the only news.
Coach Max Good presented
Parris with the game ball as his
teammates and 6,600 fsns of
fared congratulatory applause.
Parris, thought to be a man of
few emotions, said after the game
it waa a very special moment.
"Tears slmoet came," he said
softly.
"It was very touching," he
added. "I was really moved."
Let the record show thst The
Shot waa a 12-footer from the
right side of the free-throw lane
off a miassd free throw.
Heading into tonight's season
finals against Moreheed State at
Alumni Coliseum, Psrris has
1,624 career points and s place in
the university's record books.
Carl Brown, who held the
record previously, scored 1,692
points between 1973 and 1976.
The next day, Parris' life was
starting to return to normal. He
was ironing clothes just before he
waa to practice for another game.
The Colonels' only senior said
it took some time for him to
realize the significance of his
accomplishment.
"It kind of soaked in after the
game," he said. "It feels pretty
good."
Just a year sgo, Parris felt
very little except frustration.
He averaged 13.2 points per
game while enduring what he
called a "confidence slump."
And he couldn't help but notice
the criticism from the media and
others who said he was finished.
In fact, when each player was
asked to cite s personal goal for
the preseason media guide, Parris aaid he wanted "to dear
doubts from people who feel
Tony Parris is a has-been."
There were doubts for a time.
Parria averaged 18.8 points as s
freshman, but saw his statistics
fall off the next two years.

The numbers weren't really
bad, but they didn't match the
expectations that went with
them.
"I didn't get too much done,"
he aaid of his performance last
season. "But this year, all that's
gone. It s in the past."
Parris has come back this
season to average 19.8 points
through 26 games, ranking
among the Ohio Valley Conference leaders all season,
With the numbers hss come s
desire to succeed, s desire to
prove to the doomsayers thst he
could still play the game.
"I'm a whole lot more aggressive on offense and defense,"
he said "I'm not as passive as I
was last year.
"I just want it s whole lot
more.
Parris said he was more concerned during the game with
securing a win, but he knew he
would probably break the record,
and he knew the very shot be
wanted to do it with.
"I wss hoping I would get s
breakaway dunk to make it a little more exciting," he said. "But
it really didn't matter."
Parris said his mother had
hoped to attend Saturday's
game, but she was unable to. He
said he hoped she would be able
to attend tonight's game.
"She's meant a lot to me ever
since I started playing basketball," he said "No matter what
happened, aha was always behind
me. I wish she could ve been here
to see me break the record."
The goals Parris hss for the
team for the rest of the season
are obvious, but are there any
personal goals left for him?
"I just want to finish on a real
strong note," he said. "Not like
I did last year.''
Parris cannot know yet if he
will have a chance to play professional basketball, but he said he
would have little trouble adjusting to the pro game.
"I've adapted to all the other
levels," he said. "And given the
ajsMsaV I think I probably could
make it."
The 22-year-old Chattanooga,
Term., native gave credit to the

Colonels face
Eagles today
By Mike Marsee
Sports editor
Pride is always a motivator when
the Colonels and Morehead State
University clash on the basketball
court, but tonight's game offers
something extra.
The two teams will be playing for
high seerlings in next week's OVC
tournament when they meet at 7:30
p.m. today at Alumni Coliseum.
If the Colonels win. they will hoet
one of three first-round games in the
tournament at 7:30 pjn. Monday
against an opponent to be announced They could be seeded as high as
third in the seven-team tourney.
Morehead may host s playoff
game if they defeat the Colonels.
Winners of the first-round games
will advance to the final rounds
March 6-7 at Murfreesboro, Term.
The Colonels enter the game 16-10

overall and 8-6 in the OVC. The
Eagles have an identical league
mark and are 14-12 overall.
The Eagles won the first meeting
of the season 87-82 Jan. 31 at
Morehead.
The game will mark the final
regular season game for Antonio
Parria. who leads the Colonels in
scoring with 19.8 points par game.
see

If the Colonels host an OVC
playoff game, students will be able
to purchase general admission
tickets in the arena tonight's game.
Reserved chair* will cost 86, and
genersl admission tickets will cost
12.60. Tickets will also be available
in the athletic ticket office and the
student activitiee office Friday and
Monday.
All students wishing to attend
will be required to purchase tickets.

McGill's shot stops Raiders
By Mike Marsee
Sports editor
Maybe be shouldn't have taken
the shot. Or maybe it was just what
he wanted
Whatever the situation, Jeff
McGill's 26-footer with five seconds
to play in Saturday's game against
Middle Tennessee State University
looked much better to the Colonels
when it went through the hoop.
The shot helped the Colonels
defeat the Blue Raiders, leaders of
the Ohio Valley Conference, 89£6 in
a mild upset at Alumni Coliseum.
McGill said when the Colonels
came upcourt with the score tied
and 18 seconds left, he had no idea
he was going to take the last shot.
"We needed to get a shot off so
we would have a chance at a tip-in."
he aaid.
Colonels' Coach Max Good said
he wanted one of the three guards.
McGill. Bobby Collins or Antonio
Parria to take the shot
"We didn't design it for any one
person," he aaid "We've got confidence in all those people."
Parria already had his heroics. He
passed Carl Brown to become the
Colonels' all-time leading scorer in

Progress photo/Torn Penegor

Max Good presents the game ball to Tony Parris
entire team, as well as Good, for
helping him develop his game on
the college level.
"I have to give credit to just
about everybody," he stated
"The guys... push me very hard
in practice, and Coach Good's going to get the best out of
anybody."
Following Saturday's gams.
Good called Parris "s credit to
the university.
"It's been s privilege to coach
him." Good said. "He's a great
person and a great basketball

player.

"The people of Richmond are
fortunate to have been able to see
him play."
Brown completed bis first
season 16 years ago, probably
not knowing he would become
the school's am lug leader. Parris said he hopes bis mark is on
the books for years to coma.
"There's no telling who might
com* along, but I hop* it stands
for another 16 years," ha said.
"Let's give it a little tuna,
anyway."

the first hah*.
Good aaid he wasn't worried
about Parris' record.
"If we were going to win, he was
going to have to have a decant
night," Good aaid.
Parria went on to lead four Colonels in double figures with 21
points.
MTSU had other ideas The Blue
Raiders trailed by 12 with 11:19 to
play, but by the 6:64 mark they tied
the game at 74-74.
Twice the Colonels built threepoint edges, and twice the Blue
Raiders hit three-point shots.
Randy Henry's jumper with 19
seconds left tied the score at 86-86.
but than the Colonels and McGill
took over. The rest is history.
"Evidently, this one waa not
meant to be," aaid MTSU Coach
Bruce Stewart.
* • •
The Colonels improved to 16-10
overall and 8-6 in the OVC Monday
with a 111-80 thrashing of lowly
Tennessee
Technological
University.
They shot 68 percent from the
field in the first half to build a 66-36
gap at the break.
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Tech
tops
women

Teammates praise
third-seeded Cannon
By Donna Pace
Staff writer

By
Staff wilt*

A scoring spurt warty in the second half allowed Tennessee
TechnowajtaJ University to coast to
a 96-77 win over the Lady Colonels
Monday at Alumni Coliseum
But early in the game and
throughout the first half, the Lady
Colonels refused to be intimidated
by the Ohio Valley Conference
leaders and their Ail-American
center, Cheryl Taylor, who entered
the game averaging 26 points and
12 rebounds per contest
The Lady Colonels never held a
lead, but they never trailed by more
than eight points in the first stanza thanks to the inspired play of
CarlaCoffey.
Coffey scored 14 of her team's
first 17 points, keeping her team
well within striking distance of the
Golden Eaglettee, who led by only
five at the break.
Although the Lady Colonels shot
just 37 percent in the first half, Coffey and Carrico countered that by
holding Tech's Taylor to just four
points. Taylor finished with 14.
Coffey said she left the game impressed by the 6-3 Taylor, last
year's OVC Player of the Year
"She's a big girl," Coffey said.
"When I find myself guarding her,
it's like saying to yourself, 'I don't
want to get hurt.' "
When the Lady Colonels' Karen
Carrico picked up her third foul and
Coffey got her fourth late in the first
half, hopes of an upset were starting
to fade.
Then came the storm. Two threepointers by forward Tracy Munsey
and the reappearance of Taylor
pushed Tech ahead by as much as
21 points at 60-39 with 14:46
remaining.
A Lady Colonel comeback effort
was sparked when Coffey reentared
the game with 11:30 left, but they
came no cloeer than 14 points.
Despite being saddled with four
fouls, Coffey scored 17 points in the
second period to give her a career
high of 38 for the game.
Lady Colonels Coach George Cox
said he couldn't have been more impressed by Coffey s performance.
"She had people in her face and
still made it," Cox said
Tech's MeUnda Clayton had 26

Progress photo/Tom

Karen Carrico searches for a loose ball.
points and Munsey scored 23 for the
winners. Clayton led all players with
14 rebounds while Coffey grabbed
13 for the Lady Colonels.
For the game, the Lady Colonels
shot 41 percent and the Golden
Eaglettee made 46 percent of their
attempts.
Cox was farced to start a smaller
lineup because of a stress fracture
suffered by starting center Tracy
Korbutt.
The injury has bothered Korbutt
for two months, but she had her leg
put in a cast after Saturday's game.
Cox said not all of his players
entered the game feeling they had
the confidence to win, but be hasn't
thrown in the towel and started
looking to next season.
"I never have, except on the
recruiting trail," he said.
With the loss, the Lady Colonels
fell to 3-10 in the OVC and 8-18
overall. They will not qualify for
next week's OVC postseason
tournament.
Tech improved to 20-6 overall and

12-2 in the OVC. They finished the
season tied for the OVC regularseason title with Middle Tennessee.
The Lady Colonels close the
season by facing OVC neighbor
Morehead State at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Alumni Coliseum
Cox said he hopes to see bis team
put together a complete game in the
season finale.
• • •
The Lady Colonels also took s
10443 beating from Middle Tennessee Saturday to begin the
homestand.
The Lady Raiders led by only 10
points with just under 12 minutes
remaining whan they charged ahead
with a run of 19 straight points to
take an 82-66 lead with 7:09 to play
MTSU hit 26 of their 36 second
half shots for a mark of 72 percent.
The Lady Raiders were paced by
guard Kim Webb, who set s school
record by scoring 42 points. For
ward Alice Lawrence added 36.
Sondra Miller led the Lady Colonels with 19 points.

As the tennis ball sailed over Dee
Cannon, she looked st her doubles
partner in disbelief.
"I'm not that tall." she said with
a sympathetic voice.
"Than Jump," partner Pam Wise
answered back with a laugh. Wise
stretched her arms over her need,
signifying how high Cannon should
be able to reach.
For a moment the constant bruht,
brunt, brunt, from bail to racket was
broken by the player's laughter.
Even their competitors joined in.
Though on opposing teams, the
four university tennis players complimented each other's shots,
pointed out problems and laughed
together.
According to Cannon, a 20-yearold accounting major and the No. 3
seed on the women's tennis teem,
that laughter makes college tennis
different than high school.
"Team members are cloeer," she
said "We practice every day, all
year long. We are like family."
Tennis is by no means new to Cannon "My Mom and Dad used to bit
around when I was young," she
said. "I finely got tired of watching
and tried the game myself."
That was 11 years ago. Cannon
continued to play and in sixth grade
was the No. one eeed for Bryan Station High School in Lexington.
Cannon, who plays left handed.

By Mike Ma
Sports editor
The university's women's tennis
team played the role of the gracious
host last weekend at its EKU Invitational, as the Colonels finished
last in teem scoring among the six
teams competing.
Ohio State University was the
happiest of the guests, as it walked eway with the team championship in the two-day event at the
Greg Adams Building.
The Buckeyes chalked up wins in
three of the six singles categories
and in all three doubles brackets.
They finished with 42 points in
the team scoring. Miami University was second with 34 points.
The other participating schools, in
order of finish.' were Murray State

University, West Virginia University, Southern Illinois University and
the Colonels.
Two points in the scoring were
swarded for each winners' bracket
victory, while consolation round
wins were worth one point each.
Two Colonels and one of the
doubles teams advanced to the consolation final in their brackets.
No. 6 singles seed Cars Raymond
won her consolation round after losing in straight sets to Miami's
Deniss Richter.
She rebounded to poet a 6-3, 2-1
win over Maria Coch of Southern Illinois and a 7-6, 6-0 win over Murray's Laura Talbot.
No. 3 seed Dee Cannon also won
the consolation round with a 2-6,
6-2. 7-6 win over Ohio State's

Michelle DeCoemo and a 6-2. 6-2
defeat of Sheri Chong of Murray.
The No 1 doubles team of Cannon
and Pam Wise was not able to
match that feat, however, as they
fell to Ellen Moellering and Beth
Boardman of Southern Illinois 6-0,
4-6, 7-6.
The only other win for the Colonels was in Tina Perruzi's initial
match. The No. 5 singles player took
a 7-6, 6-3 win over West Virginia's
Cheryl Psulikovsky.
Coach Sandy Martin said
although the team's efforts weren't
reflected in the results, the Colonels
played well in both the wins and the
"We had some good wins and we
had some good losses," Martin
stated.
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said her forehand shot is her
strength. "My forehand has grown
with me," she said. "It's just s
natural stroke for me."
According to Wise, who has been
Cannon's doubles partner since last
semester, Cannon is also an excellent voUeyer.
"Dee and I play well together
because we compliment each other,"
she said. "I work better on the
baseline and Dee compensates with
her volleying."

OSU wins tennis tourney

See This Week's
Insert For More
Specials!!!
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Dee Cannon

Cannon said a player's mental attitude is important before, during
and after a match. "I fry to stay'up'
when playing becauee tennis is s
mental game. I have to keep talking
to myself."
While playing a doubles match.
Cannon put her theory to work.
"Come on Dee. get it together."
she said aloud. "If you could only
run, you'd be almost decent."
She then served a fast ball that
her opponent couldn't return.
"That's it." Cannon whispered to
herself.
While Wise plays beside Cannon,
teammate Trad Parrella usually
sees Cannon from scroee the net.
"Dee is very helpful and confident
in herself and fellow team
members," said Parrella, a junior
from Middletown, Ohio. "She
always tells us that we can do it; we
can win."
Parrella said Cannon is an intense
player that will "go for anything
and never stop trying"
Determination is s natural instinct enhanced through years of
victories and defeats, according to
Cannon.
"We practice every afternoon
from 2:30 until 6. Aerobics and
weightlifting are also s part of our
training program," Cannon said.
"Fitness and alertness are essential to success," she added. "I intend to be very successful in the
OVC this season."
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Stats spark
discussions

Clark succeeds as umpire
By Mike M™,
Sparta editor
Several years ago. Al Clark
waa aitting on an airplane behind
former Oakland A'a great Joe
Rudi and admiring Rudi's 1972
World Series ring.
Clark noticed the inscription,
•'St-S =S," and aakad what the
initials stood for.
Rudi said they meant "sweat
plus sacrifice equals success.'
Now, after 12 years aa an umpire in the American League.
Clark knows the meaning of that
inscription even better.
Clark, a former university student, spoke Saturday at the
baseball team's first "Hot Stove
Dinner Meeting" about the importance of sweat, sacrifice and
earning respect in his line of
work.
"In our job, you've got to command respect," he said. "But in
order to command respect,
you've got to earn it."
Clark, 38, said he first became
interested in umpiring as a
teenager when he realized he
would not play in the majors.
"No one grows up wanting to
be an umpire. You grow up wanting to be a player," he said. "I
wanted to stay close to the game
somehow."
The Trenton, N.J.. native
worked in local youth leagues
while attending the university
between 1966 and 1970. He also
worked as a sportswriter for The
Eastern Progress for two years.
He attended an umpiring
school in 1972, then worked in
the minor laagusa for four years.
He still says one of the three
"gigantic thrills" of his life as an
umpire was when he first signed
with the AL in 1976.
"That feeling will never, ever
fade," he said. "It's a feeling of
proudness that I 'm at the top of
my profession and I got there
with a lot of hard work and
sacrifice."
His two other great moments
aren't too shabby, either. In
1978, he was the second base umpire in the single-game AL
Eastern Division playoff between the Boston Red Sox and
the New York Yankees.

PTOQTMS

Sports fans thrive on statistics.
ut in left field
Any piece of information that contains a number, no matter how
trivial, can be used to start a casual
conversation, a lunch-hour discussion or a raging debate.
"Did you know Bob SUd has shot
76 percent from the field whan his
team is at home, there are at least
two television cameras present, the
Mike Marsee
temperature in the arena is no more
than 74 day and Governor Col- pro basketball or baseball, players
lins is visiting Japan?" one numbers need some sort of motivation to
keep them going night after night,
buff will ask.
"Yes, but you forgot to mention particularly when they play for
that the moon must be at perigee cellar-dwelling teams.
Having spent three years as
and there can be no more than three
light bulbs not working on the ceil- statistician for the boys' basketball
and baseball teams while in high
ing," is the reply.
It'a madness. But if you're a school I can speak from personal
sports fan, you have to get excited experience about the importance of
about some sort of statistic, the numbers to athletes on that
although it probably isn't as ex- level
treme as the one above.
The basketball team's center, who
Baseball has long been considered is a friend of mine and a student
the most statistically detailed sport here, would occasionally ask me to
known to man. Fans digest box find just one more rebound on the
scores and statistics every morning game charts Understandably, 10
along with their coffee and donuts. boards looked considarabry better to
The average fan may not even him than nine.
know how to compute a pitcher's
Ami on a very few occasions, John
earned run average, but he'll swear and I found that rebound.
Another friend, who is also a stuby it when comparing the player to
dent here, played second base for
his opponent.
Basketball statisticians seem to the baseball team. When I charged
invent a new category every year. him with an error an a tricky ground
The NCAA Newa now lists re- ball no one could know it would be
bound margin among its team the only error be had in the season.
Mike still swears to me that it was
statistics. Granted, it has some importance, but it's not one of the first a clean hit and says I should have
state I look for in press releases.
changed my scoring decision.
I can't even remember the play
Football also has its share of
statistical mysteries.
anymore, but I do remember that I
A quarterback's efficiency rating never changed that error to a hit.
In other instances at bigger proreads like a percentage, but it isn't.
Only a few serious statisticians can grams, such fine lines might have
tell you bow it is actually computed. decided whether or not a player got
And I still would not have s clue that college scholarship.
as to when to credit an assist on a
Statistics are even more vital on
tackle or how to grade offensive the professional level, where some
players now have clauses in their
linemen.
Some people just weren't meant contracts calling for extra money if
they hit above a certain average or
to have such knowledge.
Fans and the press aren't the on- score a given number of points.
ly people who play the numbers
Maybe I can negotiate an incengame. Whether or not they care to tive clause in my contract. Let's see,
admit it, the players usually keep if I win at least two awards this year
for stories published in months
one eye on the stat sheets.
In long seasons, such as those in without an R ...
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Umpire Al Clark, left, chats with Dale Ford and Guy Strong.
In addition, ha was chosen to
work the 1983 World Series the
year after the major leagues
began selecting postseason umpires on the basis of merit.
Clark said he doesn't find his
job difficult, but the travel involved is another matter.
"We are professionals on the
field," he said. "I am not a professional traveler."
Clark said he logs about
110,000 miles during the summer. "I'm in every frequent flier
program in the country."
Clark receives a two-week
vacation during the season.
He said he enjoys visiting different cities in the league for different reasons, but he particularly enjoys working in New York
City and Baltimore, because he
can commute to his home in
Newton. Pa., near Philadelphia.
Clark said he doesn't take any
particular pleasure in ejecting
players, but he will do so if be
deems it necessary.
"Sometimes as an umpire,

your best defense is a good offense," he said.
He said commanding respect is
crucial to an umpire's success,
and respect is directly related to
length of service.
"You get the reputation for being a good umpire the longer
you're there," he said. "I think
they (the players) know we've got
a job to do."
He declined to name players or
managers who have not gotten
along with him over the years.
"Our job is just like any other
job," he said. "It's not important
who I like or don't like or who
likes or doesn't like me."
However, he said he most enjoyed working behind California
catcher Bob Boone because "he
catches so easily," and his
favorite pitcher waa Jim "Catfish" Hunter.
"He knew the secret of pitching," Clark said of Hunter. "It's
not how hard you throw the ball,
but when you throw it hard."
Clark said he doesn't consider

his job a chore, but like the
players, "you don't stay on that
high level for 162 games.
"Players don't do it," he said.
"Why the hell should we have to?
"You give 100 percent every
day, but it's not the same 100
percent every day."
Clark said he always tries to
visit with Guy Strong when he is
in this area. He served as a
scorekeeper under the former
university basketball coach, and
he said Strong is one of bis
closest friends.
"He is one of the most upright
individuals there is." Clark said.
"He has earned respect because
of the attitude he has."
Strong, the boys' basketball
coach at Clark County High
School, said be befriended Clark
when the latter was a student
here.
"I gave him encouragement to
go into umpiring," he said, adding the two have kept in touch
throughout Clark's major league
career.

Metropolitan Life
insures all kinds of employees.
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Attention All EKU Employeesi

i

Have you heard that Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is enrolling
EKU employees for their Group Universal Life Insurance. Universal Life
combines low cost insurance with a tax sheltered savings which may be

CENTER Of CAMPUS
r

used for emergencies, education or retirement. This product is offered
at group discounted rates and is paid for through a convenient payroll

Josten's Gold Sale
Three days only.
Mar.

2, 3,&4

1987

deduction. The current interest rate being paid is very competitive and
tax deferred. Enrollment is for a limited time only.

,

"order and save

$25. 00'off an> 10K rins 1
JOSTEN'S
i
AMERICA'S COLLEGE RING™ |
;__j

You can enroll at Metropolitan Insurance in Big Hill Plaza beginning
January 16, 1987 from 10:00 tf to 7:30 PM Monday through Friday
and Saturdays from 9 to 1. Metromatic Group Life from Metropolitan
Insurance.

Call 624-9289 for more information today
GETMET.ITPAYS.
Metropoii tan Life
ANO AF F ILlATE D COMPANIES
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